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ABSTRACT
Throughout the fifties and. sixties the methodology tt

second-language teaching underwent a radical change in response to
new communication needs, and under the influence of structural
linguistics and behavioral psychology. Unfortunately, the effort did.
not produce all of the results expected, and this prObably for two
reasons: on the one hand, it was based on a linguistic and
psychological foundation which was much too elementary and limited ,
and was soon put in question in its own right; on the other, it did
not take sufficient note of the characteristics of the learners. At
the same time, disciplines such as psycholinguistics.and
sociolinguistics made their appearance and developed alongside
linguistics and psychology, contributing in thesprocess frsh
information concerning the acquisition and use of languages as
'instruments-of communication. Since theni it has becole possible to
sgeak of a renewal and a diversification of second langua0 pedagogy
in the 'light of theSe disciplines, which take better account' of the

, characteristics of the groups and individuals involved, in particular
Of their language needs, their attitudes, their motivations and their
learning stratdgies. The last part of the report outlines 'the.
methodological implications of this new approach and illustrates them
with the help of some recent findings. (Authory'
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E. ROULET

Thp, CCNTRIETTION OF LANGUAGE SCIENCES

TO .THE DIVERSIFICATION OF SEC LANGUAGE TEACHING IITHODS

IN THE LIGHT OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE LEARNERS
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Throughout the fifties and sixties the Methodology of second-language

teaching underwent a radical change in response to new communication needs* and

under _the influence of struktural linguisticS and behavioural psychology.

Unfortunately, the effort did not produce all of the results expected, and this

probably for two reasons : on the one hand, it was based on a linguistic and

psycholOgical foundation which was' much.too elementary and limited and was

soon put in question in) its otni right on the other, it did not take sufficient

note of the characterl.:tics of the learner S At the same time, disciplines such

as psycholinguthtics and sociolinguistics made their appearance and developed

alongside-linguistics and psychology, contributing in the process fresh ' 40

*information concerning the acquisition and use of language; as instruments of

communeation. Since then, it h s become possible to speak of a renewal and a

diversification of second languae pedagogy in the light of these disciplines,
\.

which take better account of the characteristics of the groups and individuals
*

involved, in particular of their language needs, their attitudes, their

motivations and their learning strategies. Tilt last part c,f the report

outlines the methodological implications of this new approach and illustrates

them with the help of some recent findings.
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I. An assessment of th first linguistic approaches to second-language.
'teaching.

The forties and fi ies were marked by a thoroughgoing renewal-of the
methodology of second 1 e teaching which can be attributed essentially to
the conjunction of two actors :

(a) the large-scale ifestationsof new communication needs, principally of
an oral nature, eading to a newand wore precise definition of the
objectives behi d second language teaching ;

(b) the influence recent developments in structural linguistics and
behavioural ps chology.
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techniques (by this is meant that the pys,ematic learning of forms and
rules preceded'their use.in utterances) wire unfitted to facilitate the
acquisition of automatic reactions such aiS are demanded by everyday oral

communication.
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To overcome these deficiencies, attempts were made to develop the so-
called direct methods-which accorded great ithportaiice to oral communication,
but these attempts were far from systematic and lacked a scientific basis. Since
the beginning of the century, however, the psychology of learning and structural
linguistics. had made notable and significant progress (Cf. the works of Bloomfield

and Skinner). Therefore, pedagogues had addresced themselve° to psychologists
and linguists (delighted in their own rightito-find such a vast testing-ground
for their theories)'in order to strengthen the basis of their initiative to

renew the teaching of second languages (for a description of this movement, in

the 114. see W. Moulton's ak11Laye23aoLzgLi-uisticsarandiAtheUnitedSta:tes,
19406-1960.

The first contribution of structural linguistics was to furnish descriptions
of the object constituting the priority target of the now pedagogy, namely the

spoken language in use, and to draw attenti n to the differences, especially
significant in the case of certain languages such as French and Tnglieh, between

the spoken and written codes, In addition, the American structuralists gave the
spoken language priority over the written form jubt as Saussure had done. This

prinZip;e was taken up once more by the proponents of the new methodology who
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The forties and fifties wgre marked by a thoroughgoing renewal of the
Methodology of second language teaching Which can be attributed essentially to
the aconjunction of two factors :

(a) the large-spale manifestation of new communication needs, principally of
an oral nature, leading fda new and Mbre precise definition of the
objectives behind second language teaching ;.

(b) the influence of recent developments in structural linguistics and,
behavioural psychology,*

For a long time it was customary to. teach second languages whether
German, French or English with the idea that, like Latin or Greeko.there were
useful above all for developing thelatellectual facultisa.of students and
giving them direct access to the cicaa texts of foreign literatures. The -*

result was a teaching based on reading, and on translation into the written,. or-
literary language.

Little by little the rapicLtwentieth-century development of the means of
communication, as Well as-the multiplication of international contacts and
exchanges, focussed attention on the significance of being able to communicate
orally with one's fellow-man. The revelation of these new -demands for oral
communication laid bare the inadequacies of traditiqnal methods of teaching
second languages and encouraged pedagogues to .yritomards linguists ame
psychologists in an effort to bring about a methodological renewal with their
help. In practice, once one recognizes that the ability to communicate orally
constitutes an important, if not a priority goal of second language teaching,
one discovers that :

(1°) the traditional priMerc and courses offered instruction in written
"language quite different from the spoken language in use and of little
value as an int:Arum:it of oral communication ;

(2°) traditional methods, which made use of essentially analytical and deductiaie
techniques (by this is meant that the eistematip learning aZ forms and
rules preceded their use-in utterances),were unfitted to facilitate the
acquisitidn of automatic reactions such as are demanded by everyday oral
communication.

To overcome these deUcieneies, attempts were made to develop the so-
called direct methods which'accorded great imkortance to oral temamnication,
but these attempts were fax from oyetematic and lacked a scientific basis* Since

the beginning of the century, however, the pcychology of learning and structural
linguistics had-made notable and significant progress (Cf. the works of Bloomfield

and Skinner). Therefore, pedagogues had addressed themselves to psychologists
and linguists (delighted in their oWn right to find such a vast testing-ground
for their theories) in order to strengthen the basis of their initiative to
renew the teaching of second languages (for a description of this movement in

the U.S. see W. Multon's uititicsandlIiintheUnitedstatesLI-an,
1940-1960).

The first contribution of structural linguistics was to furnish descriptions
of the object constituting the priority target of the neW'pedagegy, namely" the

spoken language in use, and to draw/ attention to the differences; eupeci;!Illy,
significant in the case of certain languages ouch as French and English, between-- _

the spoken and written codes. In addition, the American etructuralista cave the ,
spOken language priority over the written form just as Saussure had done. This

principle was taken up once more by the proponents of the new methodology who

tt)
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initiate the learning of a second language with a completely oral phase and in
general respect the following learning cequonce : listen, speak, read, write.
As to the description of the oral language, linguists introduced new data
which proved extremely ueeful in the teaching of phonology and morphology ;
their contribution was less in the field of syntax where they ventured little
up to the sixties and almost negligeablo in the case of somantics.and lexicon
which they omitted from their field of study. Again, the attention given to
usage underlined the notion of lexical frequency, which had been developed with
the aid of statistical or quantitative linguistics to produce frequency lista-
ouch as Le Francais fundamental, which played an important part in determining
the content of many language courses (see YOix et images de Pranc9).

The second contribution of- structural linguieticsslies, no;doVSt, in itii
conception of language as a system - a notion developed bySaussure at the
very beginning of the century. To,coneeive Of language.ae a system is to
recognize that the elements oompoging it only have Value iii virtue of the . .

relatione which oppose and unite them : paradigmatic relationships orrelation-
Ships'ef selection between elements which can occupy the acme place in the- -
utterance, such as the phonemee /s/ and /z/ in cons in (cushion)and cousin
(couein), poisson (fieh) and poipon (poison) ; syn agmatie or ccabinaT05--.
relationships between morphemes. which succeed one'another in an artteranee'(for
example, the relations or order, agreement and rection (or government) between
the words in the sentence : noun nous interessons it lapalageOe (we are
int

i
ted in pedagogy)ii. One in, also forced to acknowledge that two elements

fr two different languages, for example, the Spanis4 /e/ and the French /o/
71111--

, -or e French word rivire and the English word river\can never have exactly
the same value since they occupy different'positions in differing syatema. such
a conception of language ie formally at odd° with current practices in
trGditional teaching methode : the rote learning_of nate of words and' the .

. senseless repetition of paradigmo out of context; word for word translation
and phonetic correction executed iithout reference to a phonological system.
The new methodologies place emphasis on the need to preeent unite in; and have
them function in terms of, a linguistic context; that; is to oayo'in structUres
.4,

auch as the proposition and the sentence,. and this from the'very beginning of
'the learning procens. Hence; the generalized use of,dialoguee and the
introduction of pattern drilla is based on the give and tale of paradigmatic and -

dyntagmatic relations in the sentence.

Where behavioural psychology was concerned, and in particular the
conditioning theory,of Skinner, the advocates bf the new methodology noted the
conception of language ac a network of habite, an associative game between
stimuli and responses dependent on reinforcement in a social situation. The
teaching of a language is hero considered au a mechanical proem) of forming
habit° with tho help of stimuli and visual and sound responses (au, for example,
with the contences of a dialogue.and the images corresponding to theM in an t

audio-visual method).

Succeseful learning depends on the observance of certain conditions :

(1°) the student needs to be constantly active and made to give replies
conrtinuousl ; hence, the introduction and rapid development of.language
laboratori which enable each student to exprees himself ten timed mor
than in a ormal class ;

the etuden must give a high percentage of correct replies ; consequently,'
the exorcises munt progress in a rigorpus manner by small steps co au to

f;



provoke as.tew mistakes as possible ()lithe part of etudtnts (in contrast
to traditional exercioes.which increase th9 difficulties and constitute

'real traps -t udents) ;

(3°) the correct reply at be rewarded. immediately ; this reinforcement can
take the form or-an interventicin by the teacher or previous recording of
the correct reply.on tape ;

(4°) USensure the lasting acquisition of the structures stud ed e student

will repeatsthem by drilling exercises to the point of s ura ion (over-
learning) at which juncture they become habitual, automa is ; here, again,
the langvuge-laboratory,proves itself to be a precious l. of the teacheroo'

A certain nutb9r of pedagogical principled are generally associated
timed conditiono : avoidance of all re our:3e to, or referendb to the -mother

tongue and translation exercises whi can only multiply and aggravate the
blocking factors intrinsic to the learning of a second language, avoidance'
all explanafien or refldction which again would pimply hinder the acquisitio

of automatic linguistic reactions. ,,

.
- The centra 'oblem with this concept of learning, if one leaves side

for the moment-the lanie nature off' the exercises, is deciding on fact

rate of progresoi c problem is a function in particular of th frequencyfr

of the elements ae we have already seen in the case of lexic n, and

the degree IV ty or cotplexity. Depending on the courses, the di

and the comae" determ ined-by the
,
second language system ttlemniall,

the basis of a c stiVe,-anlysic of the systems of the student'q motherre-

tongue and of the aecend ianie;ually (in accordance with criteria whicleoheWatver

been defined with iirecioion). In any event, progression is deterdienoLmueh more

in function of the characteristicoof language Oetemb than in,fuliion.Of the

chdracteristice of the learners concerned. Differences ill wori4hythm w&th

respect to the subject constitute the cede means- of-to to terms with

differenceu-in aptitude between,etudents.

The 'application of these linguistic and p ogical principle r in
illustrated by the numerous audio-visual and au io-lingual courses and by the

pattern drills programme elaborated from thee forties to the sixtieu.

At first glance, it would seem that all of A ndbecery conditions for
achievement of the new objective - teaching an inotrument of oral communication -

were brought together in these coursoo. for,the first time, the structures of

the spoken language in uoe were presented i a systematic manner together with

a methodology inspired by recent reoeargh i /7 to learning.

Great epee were plae6d)in this newIling&stic and peybelogical approach

to the teachi of a eecond language. However, after a moment of blind

enthusiasm, i 'became ecesoary to take a_cecond look. Au the sixties wore on,

it gradually, became evident that thellresults were disappointing or at least

did"not correspond to the breadth of the reform instituted.
e'.

Although the results obtained with eginnerc, especially througiaugio-

vieual and intensive audio-oral course c, QC med impresciVe to begin with

(students proved capable of underctanding and of producing more rapidly and more

correctly many otructures of tile spoken language and obtained better toot

results) it coon became clear that the,new approadh also preceated several major

defects% We shall content ourselvec with three examples

(a) the new courceo do not oecm to develop the ability to speak freely and to

eommunicattlizi the varied circumstaecec of'everyday life. :bumpers avows.:
A
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"It is fair to say that we Dave not boon. completely successful in
providing'students with the linguixtio ability they need to communicate

effecti lY in speech communities where these 16.nguages 'are spoken":

(Li stic Repertoires, Gramtart.and Second Language Instruction) p.82).

h, ;,toe, it the paradox descried by Jakebovits with reference to this
now apprOach to foreign language teaching : "T4e irony of .the matter
lies in the fact that the 'pew Key' approaeh, Unlike the traditional

.-
:Ixoethode in which reading classical literature was considered a worth -

' while activity in itself, does net attach an intrinsic value to
grammatical knowledge per se, but views habit drills as means towards
achieving communicative skills, yet it seems that these veryactiviti6 ,

are the chief roadblocks; to attaining meaningful sills Cliberated
expression', as it has been called)" (ERLELEasaiaeriaEgag, p. 84).

Moreover, teachers have realized that the students -who obtained
good results in the acquicition tests were often in ,f3able of maintaining
a oonvexsation'in a foreign language (see Savignon, eachiniu-for Commun-

-icative Competence : A Research Report, p. 154). p may argue that-

.the majority of audieVicual'or audio-oral methods contain a so-called
;..4---,expleitation phase, which should, in theory, make it possible to bring

-..;thd student from the'strict conditioning of pattern drills to freer
expression in communication situations, but this is illusory, as
Savignon pertinently reminds lie:: "When so- called "directed communication""

-1.6 introduced, it is not communication at alllas the structural frame,-
'''l not the lexical cent° remains in the control of the instructor "" ,-

libid. p. 153 -c sort, thetgiurses did not make it possible to

.."...."attain the sired objective. ' ' ,

.,"*'

These new cOtirses, far from interesting the studentsceeM te,,..bore them
(2)-.

to the peintof even discouraging them from learninginew-fereign languagec.
Here is what Hebt1,7 to say in this respect : "Evdrywhere, we see a

tendency to abando _ oreign languages, among various ether disciplines, '''''

because they are, !`,hindrance to the young learner's freedom, eelf-
'discovery, apenAtural "creativity" (Teaching a Living Langyagt p. viii).

It is OgtiCult to see ,how one can develop the ability of studentc to
commtnicate in a foreign language if they d not feel the need to.useit
becaute they lave been denied an' opportunity of expressing their taetes

and needs., 1,

(c) Even if the principles of this new approach appear relatively gfective
in assuring acquisition of the primary elements of a foreign languge, .

they seem ill-fitted for application at the ether teaching levels ; it

is certainly no accident that a very large number of aidie-vicuel and
audio-eral,courriee exiet for the first stage of learning a foreign
language while courses for advanced levels are rareand leap eyetematie.
"Unfortunately", write. Allen and Widdowson, "thotgenereus provision of
basic courses has oein6ided.with a striking lack of newspaterialspecially

Without eveniaimialg for thu mbitiouc goal of communicative competence,
a large-scale experiment conducted in itnneylvania showed that the new

audio- lingual approach (with or without use- of language laboratory) 4ii

not result in students acquiring a better knowledge of the second
language 6Varin its spoken form than with the traditional method
(Cf. F.D. Smith, A Comparison of the CegnitiyeltAATIW.iarazllw=Lllue
to Foreign Large Instruction The Pennalvarcie
Project).

(2) A great deal of evidence from pupittl,ic given in C. Burstall'e work, French
in the Primarg School.



designed for intermediate and advanced students. As a result, students
who have become accustomed to an orderly progression of graded materials,
simple explanations and easily-manipulated drills during the first two
or three years of language learning' find that these aids are suddently
withdrawn when they reach the end of the basic course, and that they
are loft to4lnd for themselves with little or no guidance at a time

when thed!enguage is rapidly-beeomingAnore difficult". ( Teaching the

Communicative Use of Balish, p, 2

Thus, the evaluation of this "linguistic" approach, to the renewal of
foreign lapguage teaching turns out to be-Iae favourable than one might

haveexpected. Also, it MOW only natural to pose the question why
an initiative baSed on scientific data tak.en from psychology anct il

linguistics,' and in which so much Was invested; shOuld end up accir
relative failure ?

r.

4
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II. The teaching of second language communicative competence in the light
of recent sociolinguistic and psycholinguistic research.

The relatively negative results' of this first linguistic and psycho-
logical approach to a second language teaching seem to be due to two
related causes :

(1°) too limiting and inadequate a conception of the desired objective,
namely mastery of asecond language as a means of- communication ;

(2°) lack of scientific to clarify this objective,. combined with
reference to at least partially'inadequate linguistic and psychological

A. Use of language varieties as means of communication.

What exactly is meant by poseessinga language as a means of'
. .

communication ?

First of all, it is not enough to be able ,read and write a sentence

correctly an in traditional teaching, nor is it ftcient to beble ie,ts
understand 'Old to produce, rapidly and autom4ically-a-correct sentence in
response to certain elementary stimuli, as in audio-Visual and audio-oral

teaching ; what is necessary is to be able to use sentenced appropriate to a_
linguistic context and to a giVen situational context.' In other worsts, one
must be capable of Combining sentences in larger communication units sudh,as
text and dialogue and as well be able-to make use of utterances appropridte
to certain communication situations (cf. Allen and Widdowson, Teaching the
jCommunicative Use of English).

Secondly, to possess a language as a means of communication not only
means being able to Transmit inforMation and put questions on the Univeree
surrounding us ("Madame Thibaut oUvre-la portent (Mrs Thibaut opens W,door")
"Vous avez coMbien de pieces ?" ("How many rooms have.you ?") etc.,*(See Cumperz,
Li istic Re)orteires Grammars and Second Instruction, 84). In

real y, we °Peak less to describe the universd about us what JakdbsonjEssais
de li ti ue endx le I, p. 213) calls the referential, cognitive or
denotat ve function of language) than to establish contact with someone else
(phatic function), to express our attitude vis-à-vis our interlocutor or the
theme-of-ltre-wtnyersation (expressive function) or to make the addresdee react

(conative fUnctien) If one thinks of the situation of a student landing in a
foreign country, there is no datibt that what matters most for him is to
establish and to maintain contact with the natives in order to particirate to
the greatest possible extent in their community life. In practice, of source,
it often happens that these contacts, or these communications, we where the

referential cont&t.ofthe message is perfectly transmitted, are blocked or
falsified by-ignorance of the expressive, phatic or conative traits of the

dialogue. Consequently, to possess a language as a means of communication is
not only to maste*he referential fuletlni tut the el;:rescive, phatic,
"pnectiVed-nd oven poetic functions, au well.

Thirdly, and7iierellary, if one is to communicate satisfactorily in
a-linesistio comma* ity, in will not suffice to know a pure, homogeneous
monoliihie'language ; one must be capable at least of understanding, and ,if
possible;-using the different varieties of language made 'ace of in the community
in question. :akdbeon (ibid. p. 213), insiets on the fact that the global code
of a language constituteea system of sub -codes in reciprocal communication and
that every language embracer many simultaneous systems, each of which is
characterized by a different function. This is a very important point because



when we communicate with another person the choice of the type of language
used is often more revealing ineterms of.the affective, professional and
social (actual and future) relations of the speakers than the content of the
conversation itself.' To possess a language as an instrument of co.."" (ration,
then, is also to understand the main sub -codes and to know how to use them in
the appropriate situations.

In order to illustrate the argument, let us take a concrete e eple.,
familiar to contemporary sociolinguists, but which has never ben ilea t with
systematically in language courses : the use of forms of address and ecting.

In a great number of languages, the speaker has a choice between two ronouns
in addressing his interlocutor : to and vouc in French, ti and m, i Russian7j

du and Si e in German, du and it in Yiddiph, etc. Similarly, the spesl er has

generally a choice between different forms "of address : Christian n e

(Jacquee), family-name (Decals), title and family-name (Monsieur DUb.is) and
different forms of greetriiirgalup! (Hello t), Bonjour I Good day ! ,

Bonjour ronsurie I (Good day, Sirs!). Again, in communication the choices
often have a greater significance' than the purply referential content of the
messages, because they give to each of the.speakers preiece information,

especially in the first moments of a new relationship (Cf. for ex:Imple, the
importance of the French use of "tu"). For those expressing thervelves in
their mothertongue, the use of these expressions in'relation to the affective

and social-position o the interlocutoris co auton, ic and natur41 that it

causes ncl'problem. Suc is not the case for the fe igner becausP, even if
this practice is governe by features which are pro ably univercql, the norms

of usage vary from one community-to another (tJee-Brown and Gilman : The .

Pronouns of PowerendgolitIriti, Slobin : Some Ac-ects of the Use of Pronouns'

of Address in Yiddish, Friedrich : Soeil, Context and Senantic .eature :

The Ruseinn Pronominal ticr_,..e). Lack of knowledge of the rules eeelying to forms

of address'in a certain community, in respect of comprehencierias woll as

expression, can have far more disagreeable consequences for the com7=life
of;e foreigner than faults in grammar, vocabulary and pronunCiat ---,-

where these are serious a.141 repeated. It co happens that langu fe eoerseo do

not deal with these problems and language teachers generally only ec 6e 0 a

vague idea as to the rules of use governing these exprestions,

When one ctj.rects-atteniton in this way to what is irelicit in mastering

a language ac an instrument Of,communicatiea, one beeome0 aaro immediately
that the lantuage theories and de criptionc on-which the pedagogy ofoond
langurze teaching'ie bascA, irree ective of whether one has traditional,

ctruetural rcr era formatfenal ge erative grammarssin mind, are inadequate.

In reali

(a) they simply desCribe the stem and not the use of the- language,

whereas as Candlin writes ; "Useful though oseh an input from several

linguistic grammars mey be, thcequestion_,Iegged is clearly that if a

pedagogical grammar tl-at the tacis of LT materials, and if cueb-h

materialc have acotheir aim to lead the learner tr) "knowledge" of the

L2, then they, and the pedagogical grammar, must be au cone reed with

1-elee of ianceage Imo ac they are with ruleu rJf gromrJiet[Ait,7,. 11-

form-:dnocL of centonoeu" (The aatus of Pedl,'1:1 5)

(b) they only deal with the structure of the bentenee and -eglecteeemmuni-

cation unite such ac the text and dialogue ; ao Widdowcit we I
are to teach lancuage in use; we have to shift our attention from'

eentenocc in ieolatioa to the manner in Ithich tLey eoille in text on

the one had, and to the ma or in which they arc used te perm
communicative actc in dieconrce on the other" Areetion in the

I
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Teaching,of Discourse, p. 69). In order to do this, one must possess a

text grammar which proser is the rules for cornhin*ng phrases in a text,

and rsmmmr of discourse, presenting' the Tulsa governing the use of

,sentendes in coimunicatiVe acts.

they systematically study only the referential funetion and neglect the

other functions of.. langUage. Frake notes : "To ask appropriately for a

d;ink among the Subanun it is not enough to kno how to construct a ..

ginnmatical utterance *n Subanun translatable In English as a request for
a rink. Rendering such an utterance might e icit praise for one't

fluency in Subanun, b0-4t would probably net getea drink (...). Our

stranger requires more than a grammar and a exicon'; he needs what

Hymeivhas called an ethnography of speaking a specification of what.

kinds -of things ta,!iay in what message forms o what kinds of people in

what kinds of situ ions" (How to Aek for a ink. in Subanun, p.a127).

We-shall return to *meet contribution later o

(d) they only'study one language variety, concidere as homogeneoutil repre-

sentative, and neglect the other va;ieties which form part of t1 e! verbal

repertoire of a 4nguistic community.
4

To -make up forth° inadequacies of the linguistic contribution to the

teachingeif second languages, it is necessary te turn towards another

discipline which over the past twenty yeare,had undergone an extraordinary

development and which.As specifically interested in the Ube, of languages in our

societies': oociolinguictioc. Gumporz put the relevant problem clearly in

1965 :-"It seems neCeseary, at least for,the purpose -of applied lifiguisticc,

to reopen the question of the relationship between linguietic and cocial facts.

Dore specifically, the question arisen :k given a grammatical analysis of the

languages involved, what additional information can the eociolinguist provide

in order to enable the language teacher to give his students the skillc they

need to communicate effectively in a new uociety:7" (Linguistic RePertoiree,

Grammars and Second Language Instruction, p. 64). 1

I

epos
The utudy of the user of different language varietiee deverapidly

in the cixtiee under the influence of Byrnee who called it the et, ography of

communication or the ethnography of speaking. Nymeu defines itsLobject ao

follows : "This is a question of what a child internalizes about epeaking,

beyond rules oVgrammar and a dictionary, while becoming a fUll-fledged member

of its speech community. Or it is a question of what & foreigner must learn

about a group's verbal behaviour in order to participate appropriately and

effectively in its activities. The othnogratphy of speaking le concerned with

ethe situations and twe, the patterne and-funetiOns,,ef creaking ac an

activity in its own right". Mc Ethnography of'Spa.king, p. 101). This

definition alone reveals immediately how well the preoccupatione of research

Workers in the field of ethnography of commlication link up with the needs of

Pedagogues.
A.

t The outstanding feature of this approach is the overall examination,of

the verbal activities of a linguietic'tommunity and the study of all of the

language variation of which it makes use (that is to eay itc verbal revertoire)

inetead-df concentrating on the deecription-of one of thee° codes or crab - coded.

The verbal exchanges within a community are analyzed in communication

Pi

eituationc (hunting,- meal°, courtship which are Subdivided into more limited,

and eeeentially verbal"ommunioatio !events (convorcation), themselvep formed

from communication acts, (orders question, joking, etc.) (Byrnes : Models of

Interaction of Languageanii,Social Life.

One eannot overeetimate the interest ct the importance of this concept

of communication act for the teaching of a 1 e. It may-be worthwhile
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Teaching of Discourse, p. 69). In order to do this, one must possess a
text grammar which present's the rules for combining phrases in.a text,
and a grammar of discourse, presenting the rules governing the use of
sentences in communicative acts.

)they systematically study only the referential function 4and. neglect the

'other functions of,language. Frake notes : "To ask appropriately for a
drink among the Subanun it is not enough to know how to construct a

grammatical' utterance in Subanun translatable in English as a requestfor

is drink. Rendering such utterance might elicit praise for one's

fluency in Subanun, but, i would probably not get a drink (...). ,Our

stranger requires mor a grammar and a lexicon he needs what

Rymes haa called an ethn aphy of speaking : a speci'ication of what

.kinds of things to say i what message forms to what kinds of people in

what king:, of situations (Row to Ask for a Drink in Subanun, p. 127).
We shall return to gymes° contribution later on.

(d) they only study one language variety, considered as homogeneous, repre-
sentative, and neglect the other varieties which form part of the verbal

Y.

repertoire of a linguistic community.

To make up for the inadequacies of the linguistic contribution to the
teaching of second. languages, it is necessaryte turn towards another
discipline which over the past twenty years had undergone an extraordinary
development ana which is specifically interested in the use of languages in our

. societies : sociolinguitt4s., Gumperz put the relevant problem clearly in
1965 : "It seems necessar34 at least for the purpose of applied linguistics,
to reopen the question of the vela ship between linguistic and social facts.

Mbre dpecifkcally, the question arise iven a grammatical analysis of the

languages inOlved, what additional infor tiOn.ean the sociolinguist provide

in order-to enable the language teacher to give is 'students theSkilltlhey
need lo communicate effectively in a neW'spciety ?"
Grammars and Second Language Instruction, p. 84).

The :Study of'the use of different language-varieties developed rapidly
in_the sixties under the influence of gymes who called it the ethnography of

communication or the ethriog pht of speaking: HYmei,defines its object as

follows : "This is a questien-of what a child internalizes about speaking,
beyebd rules of grammar a:4(4. dictionary, while becoming a full-fledged member
of its,speech community. Or it is a question of what a foreigner must learn ,

abouta group's verbal behaviour in order to participate appropriately and
effectively in its activities. The ethnography' of speaking is concerned Oth
the Situations and uses,,the patterns and functions, of speaking as an
activity In itsown right": (ThtithamapthiaumEImag, p. 101). This
definition alone reveals, mmediately how well the preoccupations of research
workers in the field of .ethnography of communication link: up with the needs of

pedagogues.

The outstanding feature of this approach 4e the overall examination of
the verbal activities of a linguistic community and the study of all of the

,

language varieties of which-it makes use (that is to say its verbal repertoire)
instead of concentrating on the description of 'one of these codes or sub-codes.
The verbal exchanges within a community are analyzed in communication
situations (hunting, meals, courtship) which are subdivided into more limited,
and essentially verball,communication events (conversation), themselves formed
from communication acts (order, question, joking; etc.),(bymes : Models of

Interaction,of Language and Social Life), ,,

One cannot overestimate the interest and the importance of this concept
of communication act for the tedCNng of a language. It may be worthwhile

)
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pointing o that it was the subject in the same period (in a completely

different' amework which nonetheless links up with onr argument in many res-
pects) of a profound study on the part of Philosophers of language such as
Austin (How to do thi s with words) .and Searle (Speech Acts). We `will return

to this asp ct in the last chapter in examining the definition of the content
of Language courses. Order and the question, to return to the example we have
,given, are certainly dealt with in all grammar books and language courses, but
in much too restrictive a manner. Generally, in studying order and question

in a language one learns linguistic forms (for examplel'esta.ce que or inversion
in French) traditionally associated with these notions. It is clearly inade-

quate as a response to the needs of communication, as much on the leveI,of`a
comprehension as on that of expression, and this for-two reasons : on the one

handl it is not enough to be famiLiarmith interrogatory forms if one wants
to ask for information in a given situation (many virtuosos who pose the
question in.the language laboratory encounter. the greateet,diffibulty-in
obtaining information "in everyday communication) i on the other.handi question
or order. acts may be accomaishedain many ether ways, Nerbel and nonverbal

.than are found in grammars and in courses compasedof pattern drills. AMerican
studies have shown tlie great variety and the generally indirect chavaster-of
questions with reference to. factors such as the status of interlocUtors ; the

Wai in which one asks for a drinkvaries according,a2s it.is one's wife, dneo's
secretary or a waiter One-happenato be addressing : the range of available
verbal forms is vast, from simple suggestion.of an indirect and very discreet

kind up to-the straightforward"request (Cf. Ervin-Tripp .1'4"ch.Aaff2IL1211AL9.
Rules : Alternation and Cooccurrence p. 245-247)a.Sindsthe conventions which

regulate acts varyqrom one language to another and form part of the ' .

communicative competence of the members of a linguistic community, they must .

be.lened sooner or later by the foieigner.

4 .
gach-speech or communication act maybe divided up in turn into a

gortain number of components, of which the following are the most. important :

thefOrm and content of the message : the expression is no doubt governed
by different norms depending on whether it occurs.in an official letter or a

frisndly note, and whether one speaks of business or adventure ;

= the setting (at Once geographical, temporal and psychological) : the norms

differ also from the kitchen (family breakfast) to the class- -room, and to the

corner -cafe, and in function of the gay or relaxed atmosphere ;

- the participants (speaker, addressee, hearer) : an awareness now exists of

the different roles (father, husband, neighbour, professor, etc.)anindividual

plays in turn in a community and the language varieties he uses ;

- the channel of communication (Oral, written, telegraphic, etc.) : a request ,

is not made in the same fashion by telephone, by letter, -or by telegramme;*

- the norms of interaction and interpretation : from one community to another,

people speak more` -or less loudly, with more or less animation, and remain'more

or less close to the interlocutor.s because of the raised' voice and tie

violence of the language, a minor,dispute in a Marseilles family would be

interpret6d by a Swiss'French speaker as a sorious raw a conversely, a fairly

one; silence be ween the occupants of a room, something complrAely, n-rzn:rl in
Swiss French so lay, would be taken by a Frenchman from the ilicli as evidence

of insult, cont pt or bad humour.

-,
.

To arrive at a grammar-of the use of language varieties it is still

.necessary to establish the sociolinguistic rules in function of-the un'er-

mentioned.fetures which govern the correct use. of utterances. Ervin-Tripp

(On, Sociolinguistic Rules t Alternation and CsoccurreAce) disting.dshes three

tinds of rules :



pOintingglethat it wacrthe subject in the same period,(in.a, completely
,(Ufftersti framework which nonetheleat links up, with our argument in medy res-
Apects) of a profound study on the Part of phil,C,soPhers of langUage'such as
'Austin (How to do things with words) and-Seatle (Speech Acts). We will'return
to this aspect in the last chapter in examining the definition of the content
of language courses. Order and the question, to return to the example_weehc, e
given, are certainly dealt with in all gralmnr boOkst and Ianguagi-teirses, but
in much too restrictive a manner. Generally, in AlVdyinge-order and question

in a language one learns linguistic forms (for examp1A, est-ce que or inversion
in French.) traditionally associated with these notidhs. It is clearly inade-

quate as a response to the needs op,communicationi, as much on the level of
comprehension ap on that of exprevision, and this-for two reasons : on the one

hand, it is not enough to be familiar with interrogatory forms If one wants.
to ask for information in a given situation-(many,virtuosos 'I./Wiese the

question in the language laboratory encounter the greatest difficulty in
obtaining information'n everyday communication) ; on the other hand, question
or order acts may be,accOmplished in many other ways, verbal and non-verbal,

than are found in grammars .,and in courses composed of pattern drills. American

studies have shown the great variety and the generally indirect character of
questions with reference to factors such as the status of interlocutors ; the

way in which one' asks for a drink varies according as it is one's wife, one's
secretary or a waiter one-happens to be addressing : the range of available
verbal fcrms is vast,,froasimple suggestion of an indirect and very discreet
kind up to the straightforward request (Cf. Ervin-TriPp :On SociolLIAELL2
Rules ; Alternttien and Cooccurrence p. 245-247). Since theconventions which

regulate acts vary from one language to another and form part of the
communicative' competence of the members of a linguistic community, they must,

be learned sooner or later by the foreigner.

Each speech or.cemPUnication act may be divided up in turn into a
certain number of components," of which the following are the Most important :

- the form and content Of the message : the expressien'is no doubt governed
by different nouns, epending on whether it pcours,in an official 1ptter.or a

friendly note, and whether one'spealcs busineas or adventure ;

- the setting (at once geographical, temporal-and psycliological) the'nerms

differ also from-the kitchen (f6Mily breakfast) to the claft-room, and'to the

corner-cafe and in function of the g4cr-relexed atmosphere ;

the, participants (speaker, addressee, hearer) an awarevess now exists of

the different roles (father, husbandl.neighbour, professorietc.) an individual-,

playein turn in a community and the language varieties he uses ;

- the channel of communicaticn (orall'written, telegraphic, etc.) : a request

is not made in'the same fashion by telephone, by letter, or by.telegrammei

- the norms of interaction and interpretation from one cemmunity to .1nother,

people speak more or less loudly, with more or less animation, and remain mare

or less close to the interlocutcr ijbecause of the eaised"voice and

violence of the language, a minor dispute in a Marseillet family would be

interpreted by a Swiss French spoaker.as a serious row ; conversely, a fairly

long 'silence between the occupants of a room, Something completely n:rmal in

Swiss fi.ench society, would be taken 'by a Frenchman from the ;Lich as' evidence

of inoult, contempt or bad humour.

To arrive at a grammar Of the use of lancuage yari?eties it is still

nececarzy o establish the sociolinguistic ruit,c in function of the

mentioned ferAures which govern the correct use of utterances. Ervia-PripP

(On Sociolinziftic21111I2Enatlaund Geoecurrence) distingishes three

kinds of rules :

1
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a) sequencing rules

b) alternation rules

c) co -occu rence rules (horizontal,and vertical).
-h

The first of:these determines the order of acts,00nstituti one kind
of oommunication eent.' Schegloff haS shown that the sequence of act* ---
constitutia-communication event such as the beginningLa atel phone
.coackerWlO1*, for -examples obeys very strict rules, even if those speaking are
unaware-et-libelspt. Ames and Ervin -Tripp propose toicha;;acteri e the
structure Of sudh-communication events by using writing rules ogoup to those-
employed in generative grammars. If mastery of the sequence, of a is constitu-
ting a communication event sud.R7a6 the beginning of aLtelephone c nversation
is automatic for a F14404- speaking person, it S by-Centrast al s difficult
for a foreigner be_ose_us<differs from one linguistic count= ty to another.
Thus, for-the-teacher or the Creator of pe agogic
maters" concerned with teaching communiegtive-oompOtence to be amiliar with

rtlYeghich_govern the execution'afsuoh an event.'

But.4.t-ig not enough to be familiar with the sequence o' communication
acts constituting an event ; one must also be capable, at each; stage of the
convOgaiion, of choosing amongst the possible lingUistic variants, that4which-
is-4Ppwopriate to the communication situation. To pnrpue our example a
Stake-further, one's response to d telephone call will differ; depending on
whether one is at home or at workvon whether or not one guesses in advance the
identity of the caller, on whether one finds one's wife, onus 4rector or
one's client at the other end of the line. We have seen that strict rules
apply to the use of fords of address depending on the relationship of power
and solidarity existing between the speakers.. Hereone fi.nds the alternation
rules Which Ervin-Tripp schematizes with the help of flow charts indicating
the way in which selection of the appropriate form for the situation takes
place in response to the different pertinent features. These are ruled which
govern the choice between to and vous in French and enable one to discern that

(17) T'es 0.116 o4 ? (Where were you ? (familiar)) (on thepart.of a
student tohis professor in class) is inappropiate, while

(1) .- flOnsieur, o4 8tes-vous all6 ? (Where were you, Sir ? (formal) )
same-situation)

(4) Paul, t'es 116 otZ ? (Paul, where were you ? (familiar) (to a
class-mate in he yard)

are perfectly in agreement with the norm. ; .

. , .

Finally, in conversations one must respect the co-occurrence relations
between the elements of one or more utterances. ,Horizontal co-occurrence
between two elements belonging to the sate domair0 .syntax, lexicon, morpho-
nology ; in ,this way, one can characterize as abnormal the utterance .

(15) 04 to alias ?

which combine two syntactical elements, interrogation without inversion or
est-ce quo and pat tense, belonging to two incompatible varieties -of French.
Vertical co-Occurrence, between two elements belonging to two different
domains ; in this way, one can label as abnormal the utterance

(18) - T'esv-a116 o4 ?

which combines a syntactical element; interrogation without-ipversion or
est-ce que with a morphonological element, the liaison, belonging to two



sequenoing rules

b) alternation rules

c) cooccurrence rules (horizfttal and vertical).

The first of these determines the order of acts constituting one kind
of communication event. Schegloff hap shown that the sequence of acts
Constituting a communication event suCh:as the beginning of a telephone
conversation, for example, obeys very strict rules, even if those speaking are
unaware of the fact. Hymes and Ervin-Tripp propose to characterize the
structure of suchcommunication events by using writing rules analogous to those
employed in generative grammars. If mastery of th sequence of acts constitu-
ting a communication event such as the beginning of telephone conversation
is automatic for a French-speaking person, it is by bontraet always difficult
for a foreigner because usage differs from:one linguistic community to another..
Thus, it-is very important, for the teacher 'or the creator. of pedagogic
material concerned with teaching communicative competence to be familiar with
the rules which govern the execution of such an event.

But it is not enough to becfamiliar with the sequenceof communication
a#ts constituting an event ;-one 'must also be capable, at each stage of thb
conversation, of choosing amongst the possible linguistic variants, that which
is appropriate to the communication situation... To pursue ourexample-a.
stage further, one's response to a telephone call will,diffei,,' depending on
whether one is at some or at work, on whether or not one guesses in advance the
identity of'the caller, on - whether one finds one's wife, one's director of
one's client at the other end of the line. Ws have seen that strict rules
apply to the use of forms of address depending on the relationship of power
and solidarity existing between the speakers. Here one finds the alternation
,rules which Ervin-,Tripp schematizes with the help of flow Charts indicating

,

the ,way in which selection of the approlasilate form for the situation takes
place in response to the different pertinent features. These Are rules which
govern the choice"between to and vous in.Fredch and enable one to discern that

(17) T'ec alle oh'? (Where were you ? (familiar))(on thepart of a
student to his professor in class) is inappropiato, while

1)- Nonsieut, oli, t es -vous all6 7 (Where.were you, Sir ? (formal) )

same situation) -,-
, ,

_ . ,i."

(4) Paul, t'es alle ot ? (Full where were you t (familiar) (to a
clabs-mate in the yard)

g

are perfectly in agreement with the norm.

Finally, in conversations one must respect the, eo-occurrence relations
between the elements of one or more utterances. Horizontal co-occurrence
between two elements belonging to the same domain ; syntax, )oxiconl,morpho-
nology ; in this way, one can Characterize aeabnormal the utterance

(°15) Oh tu-allas ?

which combines two syntactical elementsOnterregatiop withoutlinvercion or
est-ce que and past tense, belonging_to.two incompatible varieties of French.
Vertical co-occurrencel-bei;ween two elements belenging'to two different
domains ; in this way, one can =label as abndrplal the utterance'

(18) T'ea-s-a116 oh,?

which combines ajsyntactical element, interrogation without inversion or
est-ce que with a morphoriblodical element, the liaison, belongintlotwO
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There is little doubt that such' -cyst descriptions of the use of

language varieties will produce in ths.near tore more complete and useful

information for the pedagogue than that in tra ional or structural grelmnars.

They are nonetheless insufficient to meet the nee of pedagogues because it

is still necessary to know how this communicative petence is acquired in

order to be able to elaborate adequate teaching mate vial. Only a theory of

language embracing the system, use and acquisition o a language Can serve as

the basis for elaboration of a methodology for second longue& teaching.

J4)
B. zTheabisitiendteaclanImmlnicativecometence

In raising the-delicate problem of the acquisition and teaching of

communicative competence, it is useful, especially if one wants to avoid

repeating the errors of the paststo give some thought to two very pertinent

remarks of Jakobovits.

The first is that the results of research into language acquisition are

at this stage too slight to categorically demonstrate and support the validity

of the greater part of the informations and recommendations given by theoreti

cians to practitioners (of. Foreign La110aELLaltAna, P. 47) . Psycholinguistic
theories and descriptions can de_ no more for the moment than advance hypotheses

and suggestions which need to be subjected to empirical verification ; in

consequence, the dogmatic principles which for far too long dominated linguistics

as applied to the teaching of language must give way to more intensive pedagogic

observation and experimentation.

The second remark is that our ability to learn a language exceeds by

far our ability to describe and to explain how this language is made, how it

is used and how it is acquired (cf. op. cit. p. 103). The proof of this is

that we learn, rapidly, not only in our mot er tongue, but.alpo in a second

language, to make use of constructions whi h are still beyond the reach _0--

linguists, cociolinguists and psydholingu dts. It is consequently absurd to

pretend to reach Systematically, scientif*cally, a subject which one can only

describe and explain in a very incomplete way. It is essential, on the other

hand, to use to its maximum-the capacity of students to discover and learn.

Though not very developed, recent research on the acquisition of language

shows clearly that the mind of the student is not a tabula rasa on which one

mechanically, records language structures by a process of systematic

conditioning, and that one must bear in mind the highly significant contribu

tion.of the learner to the learning process. According to Jakob its, learning

consists in a discovery or progressive reconstitution of the struc ures and

rules o language use by inductive and deductive'inferences guided -yeal innate

fatiliarity with linguistic universals and by the observation of d a of the

second language in communication situations_-(Ibid. p. 25).. This dicovery and

this reconstitution may be aotomplished in different ww, in fl:Inc ion of the

needs, aptitudes .and learn ng stratecies of the individuals concerned. In

other words, there is no-A:ideal way of acquiring a language, but methods

methods as there are types'ef,indiviaual.

N. It seems, f1nally, that-it will he necessary to ,a14indon the hypohesis

underlying the dominant conceptions in language teaching, according to, which

the acquisition of linguistic competence, that is to suer th ability to

construct crammc,Lical'sontences,should precede a.cquisition of .1Ommuricative

competence, that.is to say the.atility_to produce utterances :-ipwopria*e to

communication ltuations,;- (cf. Jakobovi op. cit. P. 32).
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There is little,doubt that such systematic descriptions of the use of

language varieties will produce in the npar future more complete and useful

information for the pedagogue than thatAm traditional or structural grammars.

They are nonetheless insufficient to meet the needs of pedagogues because it

is still necessary to know how this communicative competence is acquired in

. order to.be able to elaborate adequate teaching material. Only a theory of

-language embracing the' syatem, use 4nd acquisition of a language can' serve as

the basis for elaboration of a Methodology for second language teaching.
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B. The ac ition and t =ads : communiCative com etehee

In raising the delicate probleM o the acquisition and teaching of
comMunicative competence, it is useful, especially if one ,wants to avid
repeating the errors of the past, to give some thought to two very pertinent

remarks of Jakebovits.

(
thThe first results of research into I acquisition are

at this stage oo slight toontegorically demonstrate validity.
E,it is that e

support the validitt

of the greater part of the informations-and recommendati ns given by theoretil-

cians to practitioners (cc.. ForeignlanguLmellzling, p. 47). Psycholinguictic

-....../
theories and descriptions can do no more for the moment than advance hypotheses

and suggestions which need to be subjected to empirical verifiCation ; in

consequence, the dogmatic principles which for far too lone dominated linguisties,

as applied to the teaching of language mart give way to more intensive pedagogic

obseretoation and experimentation. .

The second remark &p that our ability to learn a languagevexceeds by

far our ability to describe andato explain horn this language is ma e, how it '

is used and how it is acquired (cf. on....22il.aP. 103). The proof of this is

that we learn rapidly, not only in our mother..tongue, but also in a second

language, to make use of cenotruetiontkshich are etill beyond the reach of

linguists, sociolinguists and psycholinguisto. It is consequently absurd to

pretend to teach oystematically, scientifically, a subject which one can e-aly

describe and explain in a-very incomplete wv. It is eesenidal, on the other

hand, to use to,its maxim the aapatitY of students to discover and learn.

Though not very developed, recent research on the acquisition of language

shoWs clearly that the mind of the student is not a tabula rasa on which one

mechanically records 1LInguageVstructures by a process of systematic

conditioning, and thane must bear in mind the highly significant contribua

tion of the learaer to the learning process. According to Jakobovitp, learniftg

consists in a discovery or progressive reconstitution of the strustqp,;md'

rules of language us6 by inductive and deductive inferencesjeltkainnate
familiarity with linguistic universals and. by the oboervatfrii of dettief the

second language in communication situations (Ibid. p. 25). This discov'e'ry and

this reconstitution may be accomplished in different wayg,--iii ftnetion cf the

needs, aptitudes and learning strategies of the,individualo coacerned. In

other %turtle, there 4 no,one ideal vmy of aequiring a language, but as aaaY methods

methods as there are tees of individual.

It seem, finally, That it will be necessary to abandon the hypothesis

underlAag the dominant conceptions in languageateaching, acecrding to which

the acqaioition of linguistic competence, that to to say the ability to

construct grammatical sentences, should Izeoedt acquisition 6r aommunicative

competence, that is to say the ability to produce utterances appeopriae to

communication situationo. (cf. JahoLovite, or cit. pl 3L1.
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ire shall now attempt to examine the implications of this concept of
learning for the selection, progression and presentation of language data to
be provided to the student. It is clear that they are at Ode in many instances
with the dogmatic principles taken over from behavioural.pcychoiogy in the
fifties. On the first point, 9nd may ask if-it is really necessary or desirable
to-proceed to a very strict selection of the linguistic content of a course.
E. Ingram writes : "If Chom$ky is right, the teacher's function isprima-ily
to provide conditions in which the innate language acquisition device can
operate as effectively for the L2 as it has done for the L1.. The teacher's
task becomes t ,he provision of appropriate data for the language acquisition
device (LAD) to process in order to output knowledge of the language".
(Implications ot;.the-Theory of InnateIdeas for the Foreign Language reacher,
p. 127).

In other womds, the function of didadtic material is to present the student
at the opportune moment with the linguistic materials likely to facilitate the
discovery and acquisition of the structures or rules of the second language. As
students have different learning Strategies, needs and interests, it is impos-
sible to foresee, and consequently, to select, in advance the linguistic
materials which each individual will need. There is even the risk, where too
strict a selection is4aade, of blocking the operations of the language faculty
in providing him with too few linguistic data. Although a strict selection of
the course content seems undesirable, a certain selection is necessary because
one cannot teach every thing. This Selection should be arrived at, not in
terms of lexick units and grammatical structures, but in terms of communication
acts and situations, in function of the needs and interests of such and such
a category of learners as we shall see in the chapter which follows. But with
this settled communicative and situational framework, it is best to expose.
students frorkthe beginning of the course to a large range of linguistic data
so as to permit them to develop and to test their inferences concerning the
structure and use of the language. We shall return to this in the last chapter.
As to the'establiAhment of a progression, it would seem, if one is to listen to
.psychologistsf thatits importance in the elaboration of didactic material has
been overestimated ; 'E. Ingram has this to say : "The teacher should capitalize
on the fact ;that the'LAD gill determine the grammar of the language and the
imposition of a predetermined structure is unnecessary and undesirable."
(op.cit. p. 10).

r,

TherOis'na T4leal progression definable in advance in accordance with
linguistic oriteri4i,but as many possible progi4omions as there are individuals
and learfiing qtr4Ogies. In imposing a strict and predetermined profession of

datA one runs the risk of i,locking the learning process. Esreover,
Gumfbrz shows very well that from the moment one adopts a situational approach,
as he did in his Hindu anp. Urdu courses, the problem of progression resolves

naturally. (Li istic at crtoires Grammars and Second. L
Language Instruoidon, pp. 7 9

As to presentation of the subjegtrmatter be taught, one may extrapolate
from the hypotheses of psycholinguistlethe following implications for the
elaboration of didactic material :

(144 As the student must discover and reconstitute littler, by little the
rules which govern the structure and use,of the language on the basis of the
materials presented to him, it seems advisable to accord a lz,,rgelbla6e, from
the beginning to the.audition of authentic documents (for example audio or
video recordings) presenting communication Situations and acts likely to
correspond to hiegaeds and his interests (cf, Ingram, Implications of the
Theo of Innate Zetbes for the Forel L P e Teacher, pp. 127-129).

1,

(20) Students should be encouraged to express theniselvep,freely as early as
possible, as soon as they feel the desire or the-need "Liberated Expression"



acru-W" insbe provided to the student. It is cle'ar that the are at odds in marry instances
with the dogmatic principles taken'over from behavioural psychology in the
fifties. (fn the first point, one may ask itf it .is really necessary or desirable
to proceedcto a very strict selection of the linguistic content of kcourse.1
E. Ingram *rites :ti"If Chomsky is right, the teacher's f ction is primarily
to provide'conditions in which the innate 1 acquisition device can'
operate *s effectively for the L2 as it ha's done or the 1,1. The teacher's
task becomes the provision of cwropriate data for the language aequisition
device (LAD) to process in order to output knowledge of the language",
(Implications of the Theory of Iniate Ideas for the Foreign Language Teacher,
p. 127).

In other words, the function of didactic material is to,present the student
at)he opportune moment with theAingukstic.materiale-likely to facilitate the
discovery and-acquisition of the structures or riles of the second language. As
students have different learning strategies, nWELand interests, it is impos-
sib;.e to foresee, and consequently, to select, in advance the linguistic
mateiials which each individual will need; There is .even the risks where too.
strict a selection is made, of blocking the operations of the language faculty
in proliiding him with too few linguistic data. Although a strict selection of
the course content seems undesirable, a: certain selection isonecessary because
one cannot 4each every thing. This selection should be arrived at, not in
terms of lexical units and grammatical structures, but-in terms, of communication
acts and situations, ilviunctioa of the needs and interests of euch,and sdch
a category of learners as we shall see in the phapter whidh follows. But with

thie'settled communicative and situational fi'amework, it is best to expose
students from the beginning of the course to a large range of; inguistic data
so as to permit them to develop and, to test their inferences concerning the
structure and use of the'language. We shall return to this in the last chapter.
As to the establishment of. a-progression, it yould seem, if one is to listen to
psychologists, that its importance in the elaboration of didactic material has
been overestimated ; E. Ingram has this to suy,: "The teacher should capitalize
oli.tie fact that the LLD will astermine the grammar of the language and the
imposition of a predetermined structure is unnecessary' and undesirable."
(op.cit. p. F28).

Theie is no ideal progrescima definable in advance in accordance with
lingtIstic criteria, but as many POSsible progressions as there are individuals
and.learning strategies.

the
imposing a strict and predetermined progression of

- linguistic data one runs the risk of blocking the learning process. Noreover,
Gumperz shows very, well that from the moment one\adoptc a eltuational.approach,
as he did in his Hindu and Urdu courses, the pioilem of progreqpion resolves
itselfenaturally. (Li istic Re rtoires Grammars and tecond L e
Language'Instruction, pp. :7 -t9 . ti

As to presentation of the subject-Matter be taught, one may extrapolate
. from the hypotheses of psycholinguists the following implications for the

elaboration of didactic material :

(1°) AS the student Must discover and reconstitute little by little the
rults'which govern the structure and use of the language on the basis of the
materials presentedlto him, it seems advisable to accord a large place, from
the beginning to-the audition of authentiAbdocuments,(for example audio or
video recordings) presentiv communicatiffsituations and acts likely to
correspond to his needs,andAas interests (cf. IngramlImplications of the
Th o of Innate Ideas for the Forei L e Teacher, pp. 127-129Y.

(2®) Students should be encouraged to express themselves freely as early as
possible,' as soon as they feel the dedlre or the need : "Liberated Expression"
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and the practical use Of a foreign language is oth desirable and pftsible at

even the very beginning stage df study" (Forel. Lamaze Learning, p. 32 ;
a claim confirmed by Savignon's experiment : Communicative

Besides, it,seema that the only useful exercises are those which aim
at developing communicative competence by.contrast with pattern drills
(cf. Jakdbavits, ebcit. pp. 25-26 ; again, this' is confirmed by Savignonl's
experiment results : op. cit.).

(3°) To facilitate development of free expression and to promote the
acquisition of communicative competence, one must avoid organizing didactic
material in function of the notion of correction :

"The child' must be allowed to 'try things out', to make errors, and to
gradually achieve understanding (...). .Similarly the traditional

edilhasis on 'accuracy' and 'care' is Xangerous and, in inhibiting
language use and experimentation is poeitively,harmfa to language
development" (2Ilications_ofte-ThinnIsforthe
Fefeign Language Teacher, p. 130 ; see also Savignon Teaching
Communicative Competence, pp. 156-458),

,

In particular, no attempt-must be made to penalize the student for his
errors bedause they constitute for him a very useful means of verifying the

Validity of a hypothesis, measuring the field of application of a rule and
determining the necetsary generalizations concerning the use of language as an
instrument of communication (of. Corder : The Significance of Learner's Errors).

(40) The didactic material should be conceived in such a way as to-leavea

great deal of room for obeervationOfthection,and explanation, all of which
play an important role in the discovery and acquisition of the rules of use of

the second language ; Candlin comments : ."To reverse a dogma, it would be
meaningful for them to talk about the lingua e they are learning to perform in,
becawle critical and teacher-guided observation of himself and of others in
performance pituations is only what we cannot deny in a process that is

'tacitly in continuous action by the language learner" (LoslAilmittluLLal
Communicative LaInse121211.2LIE, p. 43).

A --
(5°) Finally, let us contravene one last dogma by suggesting that one should

not heeitate to make uce of a compcaniso4 i4a. a translation letwoen the mother

tongue and the second language because, as WiddoWson mentions (The Deep:

Struct t r e of Discourse and the Use of Translation), the latter can make an

important contribution to learning.
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centered on the I needs motivations and
learning strategies of the learners.

An examination of the contribution of sociolinguisti,e and. psycho-
linguistics research over the past fifteen yeaes reveals the ridhnees of
language activities and'the diversity of learning strategies impliedin the
acquisition of communicativcompetence. Facet& with.thecwealthoofpossibilities
avOldblel.how,can one define the objectives and methods of second:language'
teaching ? It can only be done by beginning with whatever it is that characte-
rizOs the learners. The essential difference between the new and previous_:
apprOaches nee in the conversion'of a teaching pedagogy intea learning
pedagogy. For a long time, in fact, methodology vitas determined in function of
the teacher and the subject to be taughtc or the means of teaching, as one can
see from the development of audio-visual methods and language laboratories over
the past few years. More often than not, however, the courses offered are
linear, monolithic, strictly programmed, and intended. for an undifferentiated
public, and take no note of the characteristics of the learners involved ; they
claim to teach everybody the same material in the same way, which explains
their partial failures.

The only means of improving second language teaching is to centre it
on the characteristics of the learner, to take stock of what it is that the
individual and the group want to learn and of the best way they can go about it,
while recognizing that theoe characteristics vary considerably from one
individual or from one groUp to another (the very title of a collection
published recently by 011er and Richara's Focus on the Learner is indicative
of this realization). We shall now examine-the three fundamental points of
the new learning pedagogy in turn analysis of language needs, knowledge of
attitude and motivation, study of learning.etrategies.

A. Analysis of language needs.

We come to grips with a relatively ew problem here, one brought to
light by the rapid development of second guago teaching to adults. Up until
recently, the teaching of second l e was seen to mainly by the school,
and at the secondary level:. At this el, in language as in other disciplines,
one aims essentially at giving the student some general knowledge because this
is judged to be. an indiseeneable preliminary to specialist training and because
it is impOribible fo foresee the specific knowledge that the child will need once
he is an adult. Moreover, the child generally feels satisfied with general
knowledge at this stage because he experiences no need to apply his language
notions in everyday life. Besides, time is of no consequence for him, not
only because he does not have any immediate need, but also because school
learning doec not enter into competition with family and profeteienal tacks
and responsibilities.

The problem is completely different and possesses greater urgency for the
adult who must reckon with the pressure of tie econemid and social upheavols of
the age. On the one hand, an education of a general knowlodge.kind/fE of little
use to him since it does not enable him to acquire the communicative competence
which he needs in hic difforentdpheres of activity. On the other, be6auso of
hic professional responcibiliticc, the adult can only devote a limited amount
of time to learning. It ii necessary, tilerefore, to develop a methodology which
enables the adult _to acquire in a minimal amount of time the knowledge corres-
ponding to his language needs. But this learning cannot be carried out once

00 and for all : tho societies in which we litre are for the most part so open and
mobile that the adult must expect freqUent and relatively important changes in
his geographic and weio-professional milieu which will demand of him,
especially at the level of language activity, constant learning and adaptation.
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As a result, one can foresee a fairly supple methodology comprising relatively
limited objectives and learning Stages which will be self-sufficient, without
in any way blocking access to later acquisitions.

This new approach presupposes a systematic analygia of language needs
for the different publijs involved, as well as a redefinition of the objectives
and content of courses in function ofelhese needs.. In the past few years,
Many studies have been carried out in different -countries but a unified frame
of reference is still, lacking. "At the moment, the most intensive research in
this field this field is the work of a group of experts which first met in 1971
at the instigation of the Council of Europe and under the direction of
Prof. Trim, and which has taken as its basic Objective the following : study

4

the possibility of organizing teaching and learning of living languages in a
unit /credit system permitting a consideration of the needs, motivations and
individual aptitudes of thc ;Ault student (see Les langues vivantes dans
lleducationdes adultes). j1) vt

So far, motivations and aptitudes have not been systematically studied
within the framework sf the project. However, a model for the definition of
adult languageineeds was developed by Richterich and one of -its major assets'
is tiat it links.the analysis of needs to acquisition of the corresponding
language operations (see Syst6mes d'apprentissagp des lanienes vivantes par des
adultes, pp.-35-66).

Richterich takes as his point of departure the hypothesis that the lan-
guage needs- of adults in the case of a second language are determined by the
1 age situations in which they find themselves and the language operations
wh ch they are called upon to effect in such situations, insofar as these are
foreseeable. Each component of the model, language situations and operations,
is broken down into a number of categories in line with the approach developdd
by Jahobson and by Eymeo of communication events, situations, acts and
functions (cf. above chapter II, A). The overall model may be schematized and
illustrated as follows :

AMI
(1) - The author' of these lines, member of tha Group of experts of the Council

of Europe since its creation, has been greatly inspired by the new
ideas developed in this group.- This.section on language needs owes much
to the worh of R. Richterich, the auction on fhe definition of course
contenL (iv, A) to tIle welt of D. Filkinc and J. Tan Eli en the
threshold 1,v0A-.4n English and to the ChEDIF worl'ing-greup on the
threshold level in French, finally, the section on the role of multi-
media eyetems c) to tho reflections of J. Trim ant Ti. Kuhn.
nenetheless, this report only alludes, and in a pereoual way, to certain
aspeetc of the project. For a more complete and objective preeentation,
the intetested reader should refer to vhe documents publish ©d regularly
by the Council of Europe.
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L4A

Language situation

A. Agents (in particular social, psychological and lsnguage
roles).

B. Moment (houri duratio frequency, eto.).

Ilk)!C. Place (region, place, mil's etc.

= Language operations

D. Functions (expression, description,,argumentation, request,
etc.).

E. Object (actioni facts sentiment, opinion, etc.)

P. Means (spontaneous speech, writing, reading, etc.).

LN = Language needs defined by grialysis of the above categories.

LA a Language acts, operational translation of needs.

L1 S Learning situation

O. Agents (in particular identities and role, of teachers and
learners).

H. Moment (hour, duration, frequency, etc.).

I. Pldce (country where one speaks or does not speak the
language taught, class, family, etc.).

L
1
0 Learning operations

J. Functions (listening, understanding, reading, speaking,
etc.).

K. ObjeCt (bentences, utterances, etc.).

L. Means (teachers, sound and visual aids).

LAN Learning needs asidefined by analysis of the various categories.

Learning acts, operational translation of needs.
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LiA

LS ci Language situation

I LS I

I L

A. Agents (in particular social, psychological and lapgu'age
robs).

B. Moment (hour, duratio.04 frequency, etc.).

Ar C. Place'(regien, place, milieus itc.).

Language operations

D. Ennetiens (expression, description, argum tation, request,
-etc.).

E. Object (action, fact, sentiment, opinion, etc.).

P. Means (spen'taneous speech, writing, reading, etc.).

IX Language needs defined by analysis of the above categories.

LA 'es Language acts, operational translation of needs.

L
1
S = Learning situation

G. Agents (in particular identities and role of teachors and
'learners).

Dr0

H. Moment (hourl.duration, frequency, etc,).

I. Place (country here one speaks or does not speak the
language taught, class, family, etc.).

Learninc operations

J. Functions (listening, understanding, reading, speaking,
etc.).

K. Object (sentences, utterances, etc.).

L. Moans (te6here, sound and visual aids).

L
1
M learning needs as defined by antlysis of the various catego es.

L
1
A Learning acts, operational translation of needs.
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The model also contains a.icale of.previsicin which should make,dt .

possible to-determine the degree Of fOiesedability of needs by Category; a_scale
of analysis, to determine the degree of specificity Of needs requiredin each
case, and a correspondence scale which should permit MeasueeMent.of the Aegree
of correspondence between a language act.and the need to whitb 1t is"aeresponse
(for example, asking for a packet-of cigarettes in a kiosk)and the leaguing 7"
act (for example' repeating in a language laboratory the sentehce "I'would like
a packet of blue Gduloides"). 6Thislast,,elemer4 appears particularly interes-
ting because its importance has been constantly underestimated'in the teaching

. Imethodologies of secondleitguages. Finally," ,the model is ,completed by an
analytical classification of.thwchtegeries of adults who may need talearn a
second langudge (op. cit. pp. 67-94).

.

Richierichts modell'Which can be easily adapted to non-adult publics,
constitutes a"valuable instrument for the analysis oflanguage'n s in.the'

different categOries.ef learners and in consequence for the definite course,

content in terms of Communication situations and acts (see the application made'
of it-by An4k fh defining a course content aimed at.ensuring,a minimum
Fmmunictiorscompetence in English ThresholdLevel.in a European'Unit/
Credit -stem for Modern, Lail28pLklersjIuyILLILLE). One only regrets that
the analysis Of,compOnents, situations anejanguage operations entails long
enumerations of particular roles, places, moments, means, etc. ; it shOuld be
posAible to avcid,amexcessiVely detailed description of-ne by ,reducing

these elements to a more ',limited number of categories gi fe es, -such as is

atlempted'in sociolinguistic description.
*

B. 'Attitude,and motivation.

.

Overland above .the language ne eds oDlearners.J1'learning pedagogy should
take. account of their attitude and their motivation vis-à-vis the second
'languagel-t4o factOrs khich have been neglected pr treated in sulinary fashion
in the teaching of languagesThe problemlit is true, .did nOt.crop up with
much force :hi sc'hool, where the public is~. captive and course attendance -

dbi;Zgatory.,. Efforts 11*.e simply made-to sustain the pupil's motivation during
the leason either.as in tlie'tyaditional. dChool by_varying ,71,0,ivities, or by
keeping students constantly eCtive.:and in providing regular'reinforcemeutAetly.:
to their ork, ate in the audio-visual or fanguage'laboratoryocfasS.' Thj.s was
not enough, a,tester's remark quoted in chapter 4 testifies, and tote .results

..of a survey conducted in, England by Byrstall (04Make,clear :541ropf studenti
passed -from a cositive attitude to the second language at the age of 8 to .e, .

negative attitude after three,years of .study. The'prOblem-presente itself even

more acutely in the case of teaching of adults here, freed of obligatory'.
education and overrun with professional or family,activities,,they, abandon their
second language courses, and in a very high proportion, as soon as their

motivation is na longer stimulated. This lowering of motivation, visible as,,,

much in the case of the adults'as in that of children, is no doubt partly'
attributable to'the second language-courses actually given and more specifically,

to a content that is too general and too far removed from:the necessities of.

-«.

(2) Reported by M. Gagnon in "L' attitude de l'eleve gomme,facteuidaris
Acts of the IVth co4ogyum of

. the Canadian Association2mIpplied Llnatigia, -Quebec, CIR3; 1974:P.12.

..
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communication t and to apyIe of presentation that is too directive and
mechanical (3X .,)Thub, it is pbssiblethat a more diVersified methodology such
as is presented-here, better adapted to the ;weds of learners from thepoint
of iiel.vof-course content and from-that of learning strategies, would-permit

- at least & partial resolution of the prOblet of instrumental motivation (that

, is to say one aiming at a utilitcrian-goal,euch as succeeding in,,st tsies,or

grofessionaily) But LaMbekt and Gardner whocarriedOut,a,large n -r of
experiments in Canada over the past dozen years on the effeCta Ofattitt e
and. motivation` on ithe'acquisition of second languages,Aave drawn attention to
the crucial importance of another- factor in the sucbeps or'failUre of the
learner.: this is integrative motivation (0o-called because it reveals an
interest in the other 'community which leads to a desire to be ,integrated in it)
(see Attitudes and Motivation in Second LangUage teaming).

4
,

The .studies of LaMbert and Gardner, which deal mainly with the learning,
of French by English- speaking Canadians; show that succvs dependedjon two
independent 'factors.: on the one handl, what we already knew, namely the
aptitude and' verbal intelligence of -the learner ; on the other, the attitude
and mOtivation (in particular-, the integrative'orientatiOn towards the French -

speaking comummity). This last point is interesting from more than dne point
of view.

. . .

First of all, it draws'qur,attention.to.tEe fact that the 'consi erable.,

sums and, eflOrta,invested ii.)_the renewal,of second language pedagogy well'

be useless if one fails to take note of the 'crucial role of attitude an
motivation in learning: Again, it opene,up new possibilities ofdactien for the
,pedagogue : if, in fact, success factors suchas.aptitude and vrba.l.,-
intelligence are for the-most part beyond the control of:tlieteacheri it should

. be possible to, influence -the attitude of the student.towards.thrsecondilanguage.
Gardner and LaMbett 'Observectin particular.that the' attitudes of;st.ndents*

,,

parents towards the other community greatly influenced the-orientation of the \,
children's attitude. The 'Belle may be .true of thee school, ,and estecially of

the Janguage couree.0 _

w
,

:i. . L-)77': ,.

If one examines in 61:eater detail the'comgosite features ofthis.more
or lese integrative,atfitude :,degree of snowy (feeling of alienation,

.,

dissatisfaction or social insecurity) A of authoritarianism (Antidemocrat4
ideology characterized by geheralizeg prejudices towardS-strangers) i of.

ethnocentrism -(an attitude whereby all social phenomena aw referred :to one's
own culture' and endow it dlone with value); ofpocial inquisitiveness', then

- one is forced to admit that these profound charActeristics:of.gersonality and
,,

attitude have become fully crystallized thankg.to the social milieu before'
the process of learning-a second.language begins and consequently lie for the
most part beyond the influence of the teacher*. The large-scale study conducted
by Lambert and Klineberg in 1967 (Children's Views of-Foreign People : a Cross
National Study) showed that it was towards the age of ten4that children have
the most open attitude and are the most receptive to linguistic and cultural
differences. The. experiment'of Savignon (Communicative Competence) of which
we have already spoken, which deals-with th6 teaching of French to American
students at, the University ofIllinoisf indicates that the idea of granting a
large place in the language course to the discovery of the-socio-oultural milieu-

. ,

,

(3), ,Rhese two points appear clearly in-the observations of C. Burstall in
French'in the PriTary,School t "pupils who dislike.Ftench freqiently-
instance the difficulty of understanding .the tape-recorded sections of
the French lessen as the main,reasonfor their dislike French, while those
Who like French tend to describe" the tape - recorded material as dull,

'regetitiveand boring. The majority of pupila express a strong preference
for realistic communication situations, 'not "just listening tO,a tape"
(p. 107),; and further on : "To judge from the pupils' own comments, there
is a strong Case for redefining the-objectives of teaching French, to

4



communication, and to a style of presentation.that is too directive
mechanical (3) .- Thus, it is possible that a, more diversified met ology such
as is"presentedtere, better adapted to the needs of learners from the point
of view of course content and,from that of learning strategies, would 'permit
at least ,a partial resolution of'the problem of instrumental motivation (that

to -say one aiming at a utilitarian.goal such as succeeding in studies or.'
professionally). But Lambert and Gardn6r-who carriedlout:a large number of
experiMents.in Cavadg over the past dozen years.on the effects of attitude

". and motivation en*the acquisition of second languages, have drawn attention to
the crucial importance of another factor in the success or failure of the
learnqr : this isantegrative motivation (so-called becauge it reveals an
interest in the other community which leads to a desire to be integrated in it)
.(see Attitudes and Motivation in .Second Language Learning).

The studies of Lambert .and Gardner; which deal mainly with the learning
of Frendh'ty English-speaking Canadians, show, that success depended on two
independent factors :'on the -one hand, what we already kneW, namely the
aptitude and verbal intelligence o4 "the learnerci- n the other, the attitude
and motivation (in particular, the integrative ori ntation towards the French-.
speaking, community). This last point iffeinterepti Irom more than one Paint
of view.

-

First of alli it draws our attention to the fact that the Considerable
BUMS and efforts invested in the renewal of second language pedagogy may well
be useless if one "fails to take not of thq crucial role of attitude and
motivation ih learning,,,Agan, it opens up new possibilities of action "for the
pedagogue : if, in fact, succees'tactors such as aptitude and verbal
intelligence are for the "most part beyond the control of the teacher,. it should
be possible to influendethe,AttitudeofthestUdent towards, the second language.
Gardner and Lambert observed in' particular that the attitudes of students'
patients towards the other community greatly influenced the erientation.of-the
childreri's attitude. The'same may be true of the sphdOl, twill especially of

., the language course.

If one examines in'greater detail the composite featurqs of this more
or less integrative attitude : degree of anon (feeling.of alienation,
.dissatisfaction or-social insecurity) ; of authoritarianism (antidemocratic.,
ideology characterized by generalized prejudices towards strangers) ; of
ethnocentrism (an attitude ,,whereby all.sCial phenomena are referred to one's,
own culioure and endow "it ,alone with valut), of "social inquisitiveness, then
one is forced.to.adAdt that these profound characteristics of persdnality and
attitude-bevelpecOme fully crystalligedthanks to the social milieu before
the procesa of learning, a second lansuage begins and consequently lie for-the
most part beyond the influence of the teacher. The large-scale study condteted
by Lambert and Klineberg in 1967 (Children's Views of Foreign People : a Cross
National Study) showed' 910,,it was towards-the age of ten that children haNA
the most open attitude and are the Mostereceptive:to linguistic and cultural
differences,. The experiment of Savignon (Communicative Comretence).of which
we have,already spoken, which deals with the teaching of French to American
students at the Uiiversity of Illinois, indiettes that the idea of granting a
large place in the lwanguage course to the discovery of the Socio- cultural milieu

- ,

(3) These two points appear clearly in the observations of C. Turstall in
French in:the Primary School t "pupils who dislike French frequently
instance the difficulty of understanding the tape - recorded .sections of
the French lesson as the main reason-for their dislike French, while thede
who like French tend 'to describe the tape-recordedmaterial as dull,
repetitiVe and boring. The majority of pupils express a strong preference
for realittio-oommunication situations, not "just listening to a,tapp"
-(p. 107), and further on : 7o.judge from the pupils' own comments there
is'a strong case for redefining the-Objectives of teaching French, to
meet the pUpilsf, different needs" (p. 109).

.2'1)



and of the civilization of the second language'(which might have developed the
-integrative attitude of the'learners) has no influence on success. It seems
diffidult to develop theantegrative orientation of learners to improve their
chances of success in learning a second language. Lambert draws our attention
to the negative effect of. another element which dominates language courses,
partictlarly those which are illustrated, and to which a positive value -has
always been. attached because it .supposedly motivated students : a pleasantly
caricatured way qf representing in the dialogues, texts and pictures, the
speakers and the socio-cultural milieu'of the,second language. Lambert (op. sit,)
shows, in .fact, the negative effect of these sterotypes the Frenchman who is
talkative, alp-eking and a drinker of red wine, etc.) on the attitude of the learner
towards the second language. Thus, the course based on theSe methods, far from
sustaining the motivation of the student, merely exacerbates his prejudices and -'
his reserves in respect of the other ranguage and the other coMmunity,'instead
of dissipating them, as would undoubtedly have been'theease with the use of
authentic sound and visUal documents. we shall return to this point, which
constitutes an important element of the tew methodology, in C apter IV;

- Instrumental and integrative orientations are not the only factors
-infuencing learning motivation in the ease of a second language. Burstall who,
in 1970, carried oua vast inquiry into the teaching. of French in the primary
sChools of Great Britain (French in the ytimarySchool : Attitudes and Achievement)
underlines a factor which strikes her as more important than the preceding two

. in terms or success : "Early achiatiement in French affected later Attitudes
towardsdearning French and, later achievement in French to a significantly
greater extent thah early'attitUaes towards learning French affected the

dsubsequent development of either attitudes or achievement" (F cbors AffectingEoreilorni, p.17). In Other word; one's experience, happy or,
unhappy, atthe start of learning a second language, seems t6 have crucial
importance for' oilers later attitude toward this language end one's chances of
success in learning it.

. .

C. Learning strategies.

The methodologies of Second language teanhing based on behavioural
psychology assumed that a good means of learning existed which was valid for
all, the progression of whiCh was determined by the difficultir of the structures
studied and the presentation of which was governed by a few general principles

"'such as the priority of the oral over the written, the breaking up of the lear-
ning task into small'stages and the constant reinforcement of student responses.
The positiOns Were relatively dogmatic : beginners who complained that they could
notlearnwithout written aids or the adolescents wha protested against the

.
monotony of the pattern drills at the language laboratory; were obliged to follow
the strict directives of methodological hand-books. There was a refusal to

,acknowledge the characteristics Of,the learner in favour of a uniform and universal

,:oproach. But, as we have seen in Chapter II, nothing permits one to suppose that
all individuals learn in the same Tanner and everything, indicates that the thanner
proposed by the first audio-lingual methods was not the 'Cost possible. It

suffices, moreover, to Observe- the way in which a child or an ,Idult lerns a
second, language on thaspot to realize that another way of learaing the ezict

.and that it is 'completely different since it does not respect the principle of

a progression. by small stages, has no recourse to pattern drills, and is nonethe-

less effective.

..We are not supposing that this means of learning i6 possible in the school
setti4 but deduce from this observation that different learning strate,e_es
exist, depending on tie situation and no doubt on other factors such as socio-
cUltdral milieu, age, previous knowledge and so on, of:the learner.

3U
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31
.Unfortunately, our ignorance in this field'is blatant, even in t case

of the acquisition of the ,mother tongue, and all the more teain the case of a
second language. The problem is that it is very difficult to gather,infcrmation
on the. c'j in which an individual learnt a lnnguage, because, one has to do with

mental processes which `escape direct observation. The most promising approacli
in this,tetraincognita frbm the pedagogue's point of view is undoubtedly that
which was developed rapidly, in 1969 following an article by P. Corder (The
Sioificance of. Learners' Errors) : the analysis of errors (see the collection

pu recently by Richards-under the title : Error Analysis) Perspectives
on =send Lala-a:- A isition) The description of the errors committed in

t e les
-
ng o a second language may be envisaged in relation to different

goals : prevent n of errors, evaluation of acquisitions and ignorance of
student etc. We are only interested here in: errors in the degree to ,which,
they.constitnte a privileged source of information on the learning strategies
developed by the student.

44

For a long time it was thought; that especially brightstudents made
errors in a second language mainly because Of three fac ors : the student's
laziness, interference due to the mother tongue and poo progression of the

course. 'Let us., leave the.firdt factor aside ; it is impossible to analyze it
exactly, but it may be linked to motivation, of which we have already spoken, ,

As to the second, always judged,cruciall and which led to rejection of
translations, resulted in no explicit reference being made to the mother tongue
in some courses, and in .the sixties'brought about a considerable.development of
contrastive analyses between the structures of the mother tongue and those of
the Second language in older to anticipate 'and prevent interference, its
importanc e has been greatly reduced in the light of recent research. If one
examines the results of several studies conducted in very different milieux,
one' notes that the proportion of interlingual errors (interference with the
mother.tongue) varies'betWeen 5Qi (see Tran'sthoais on the, learning of Spanish
by English-speaking Canadians), 21;* (Olsson's study on the learning of English
by pdoloncont SWedec) and 5% (Dulay and Burt's study on the learning-of English
by Spanish- speaking children, 5-to 8: years of age). None of thesp studies
justifies generalizations and definite conclusions ; they-suggeat, neaethelesc,
that the -role of the mother tongue in the learning of a second lanLaaage it not
as negative as has been claimed, and that it would be desirable at this stage
to transfer emphasis to other aspects of learning strategies for the second

'language. The fact-is that studies we have referred to reveal a high proportion
of intralingual errors (erroneous. generalizations at the interior of the
system of the second language)'; one can even see,' in fields such as morphology
or, the syntaX of interrogation and negation, that the errors committed in the
second'languagaawere the same and appear in the same order as those committed
by a small child:learning his mother tongue. (see words of Garvie, Natalicio
and Natalicio, Rakrea and Milon, mentioned in the bibliography).

Given that these errors clearly constitute an obligatory stage in the
learning tf the mother tongue and end up by being corrected automatically
without outside lelpacale.may fprm the, hypothesis that this is at least partly-
true'of the second language, and this in turn leads us to suppobe

(1°) that they are useful, even necessary for the learning of the second
.language anclvthat it Is useless, perhaps even prejudicial, to attempt to
prevent them at any price, as is recommended by oneSkinner approach a

(2°) that they are less serious and undoubtedly easier to correct later on .

than might appear to be the case.

These hypotheses, if they are extremely important for the

renewal of pedagogy. In fact, all the methodological propositions which we
dovelop in this report on the.need to coMmunicate freely from the beginning
of the learning proceSs, the use of authentic documents, the individualization



,'iiieorttulately, our ignorance in this' field is blatant, even in the-ease
Of the acquisition of the mother tongue, and all the more so in the caseof a
-second language. The problem is that it is very difficult to gather information
on the cay in which an individual learns a language', bechuse bne-has to` "do with

mental processes which escape direct observation. The most promising approach
in this terra incognita from the pedagogue's point of view is undoubtedly that
Which was developed rapidly in 1969 following an article by P. Corder (The

SigniFicande of Learners' Errors) : the analysis of eriorsqsee the collection
published recently by Richards under the title,: Error Analysis., Perspectives
on Second Language Acquisition). The description of. the errors,commdtted in

the learning of a second language may be envisaged in relation to,,different
goals : prevention of errors, evaluation-of acquisitions and ignorance of
studelit etc. We are only' interested here in .errors in -the degree to which
they constitute a privileged source of information 66 ,the learning strategies
developed by the student.

For a long time it was thought that especially bright students made
errors in a second language mainly bee se of three factors : the student's
laziness, interference due to the mother tongue and poor progression of the
course. Let Ili leave the first factor as de ; it is impossible to analyze it
exactly,- but it may be linked to motivation, of which we have already spoken.
As to the second, always judged crucialo'and which led to rejection of
translations, resulted inno explicit reference being made to the mother tongue
in some courses, and in the sixties broUght about a considerable development of
contrastive analyses between the structures Of the mother tongue and those of
the second language in order to anticipate and prevent interference, its
importanc e has been greatly reduced in the light of recent research. If one
examines the results of several studios conducted'in very different milieux;
one notes that the proportion of interlingual errors (interference with the
mother tongue) varies betweoza5Qii, (see Tran's thesis on the learning of Spanish
by Englishspeaking Canadians), 21;0(Olsson's etudy on the learning of English

by adolenoent Suedes) and 554(Dulay and Burt's study on the learning of English
by Spanishspeaking children, 5 to 8 years of age): None of these studies
justifies generalizations and definite conclusions ; they suggent, nonetheless,
that the role.of the mother tongue in the learning of a second language is not
as negative as has been claimed, and that it would be desirable at this stage
to trhnsfer emphasis to other aspects of learning strategies for the sepend
language. The fact is that studies we haye referred to reveal a.highlvoportion'
of intralingual errors (erroneous generalizations at the interior of the
system of the sebond'language) ; one can even see, in fields such as morpholoaa
or the syntax of interrogation anenegation, that the error's committed in the
second language were the same and appear in the same order as those committed
by a email child learning his mother tongue. (see words of Garvie, Natalicio
and Natalicio, Raven and Mon, mentioned in the'bibliography).

Given that these errors clearly constitute an obligatory stage in the
learning of the mother tongue and ena up by being corrected automatically
without outside help, one may form the hypethesis that this is at least partly
true of the second 1 age, and this in-turn leads us to suppose

(1°) that they c useful, even necessary for the learning of the second
language and that it is useless, perhaps even prejudicial, to attempt to
_prevent them at any price, as is recommended by one Skinner approach ;

(2°) that they are less serious and undoubtedly easier to correct later on
than might appear to be the case.

These hypotheses, if they are verified, are extremely important, for the
renewal of pedagogy. In fact, all the methodological, propositions which we
develop in this report on the need to communicate freely from the beginning
of the learning process, the use of authentic documents, the individualization
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and autonomy of learning - all of them: activities which generate errors on the
part of the learner - have been condemned up until now by the pedagogy of the
second language, precisely because of ah exClusively negative concept of the
role of error in learning.

As to the third traditional source of errors - an insufficiently graduated
-presentation of, and progression in the teaching material - recent research in,
error analysis has brought to light information,which puts in question 'certain
widely accepted ,opinions in' this regard. They confirm; first of all, that a,
certain proportionorthe errors committed was due neither to imierlingual
interference nor to intralingual generalizations, but to teaching material.
Moreover, they show that'these errors were not the result of a poorly,graduated
progression, but due to the conception of the exercises themselves and in
partistilae of the pattern drills. Casson (A Study of Errors) and Jain (Error
Analysis : Souree,',,Cause and Significance) reveal that the medanical,pharacter
of tease exercises and the paucity of linguistic data which 'they offer the
learner reinforce the natural tendency of Students to overgeneralization and
lead'them to form false hypotheses concerning the structurep of the second

language. These results confirm the observations made in Chapter II on the
'danger of making too strict a selection of the data given the learner and using-
certain kinds' of exercises too. intensively.

Laotly, the analysis of errors casts a new lightgon the fundamental
problem of what basic elements are to be given the-learner. Up until now, the
principle of the identity "between data to be given the student (input) and the

knowledge which, he would acquire (output) was implicitly admitted. Audio- visual

courses present the student with exactly those structures, the mastery of which

constitutes the objective of the course. It is not clear that this is the best

way to proceed : every pedagogue has had occasion to observe that certain
structures, the object of intense work, are not at all, or are badlyu mastered,
while- others, whiOh have not been treated explicitly, areaequired with no
trouble whatsoever. Asa result, one may formulate the hypothesis that it is'.
sometimes eaoier to lead, the; student on to a knowledge of certain. linguistic

structures by indirect means. This hypothecis is supported by a very interesting
experiment,of Vadman (Error Analysis lhd Pedagogical Ordering : The Determination
of Pedagogically Motivated Sequences. Uhile teaching the French interrogatiOn

h ect-ce que-and subject inversion to American students, Valdman observed

th, they produced a high proportion (a third) of constructions of the form

-P aoi vous 6tes.a114 Bloomington ? - oomething he had not taught them aria
which could not be accounted for either by interference with English, the mother

tongue, or by contacts with French-speaking individuals. In other words, the

students' had learnt forme which had not been taught them. On the basis of this

Observation, Valdman began a Second experiment by teaching there forms, only

introducing the eals...tmo. 16onstruction later on ; this time the students produced

a majority of correct LEL:21ml forms. This result is very important for three

'reasone : first of all, it shows th9 utility of using indirect methods which

may often involve simplified forms_l4) (and partly .grammatical ones in terms
of the standard north) of the kind found in creolec and sabirs (sec Hymeci

rjni..zatioand.Creelication of Languages) in order to attain the desired

Objectives ; secondlY, and ac a corollary, it confirms the hyPothosis accodiug

(4) H.G. Widdowson precente a very illuminating expos6 of the aersaeativea

and difficulties of thic,approach in The Siainifioance of ampliijaation.



to which it is possible from the beginning of the learning process to precede
grammatical correction by communicative competence without in arty way prejudi-
oing this process thirdly and lastly, it opens the way to new methods of
establishing progressions, no longer in terms-of the description of the system
of the second language, but in terms of observation of the learning strategies
of the student.

This rapid overview of recent research has enabled us .to reveal a
certain number of global hypotheses concerning learning strategies which have
interesting methodological implications. However, we have not made much
progress in respect of one point which strikes us as very important : the
diversification of these strategies in function of certain characteristics of
learners such as age, socio-cultural milieu, etc. Recent work in this area
is insufficiently developed to permit us to draw valid conclusions.
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Methodological implications.

In the preceding chapter we had occasion to notice with respect to the
attitudes, motivations and strategies of learning, that Our scientific
knowledge apIdtars very slight indeed when compared to our ignorance. Nonethe
less, we do at least possess certain data from which we may be able to draw
,some implications for a methodology of second language teaching. These
implications should not be interpreted in the light of new dogmas but simply
as suggestions likely to orient reflection and research. We will treat
successively of the problems of definition of course content in function of
language needs, individualization of the learning process, utilization of
authentic documents, and The role of multimedia Systems.

11

A. Definition of course content in funttion of language needs.

The results of the analysis of language needs (cf. MIA) leads one to
redefine the objectives and the content of, language courses in a wasp YThat is
new by comparison with traditional manuals and audiolingual courses. It is no
1pnger a question of simply learning to construct correct sentences, but of
learning to realize in an appropOate way speech acts in communication
situations. A5 it happens, the reference.grammars used by the authors of
lug- guage courses treat only of the structure of sentences and even then neglect
the modalities which express the point of view of thOspeaker. It seems useful,
therefore, to-produce in rough outline here an analysis of the structure of
speech acts and of their conditions of realization in order to show how course
content may be defined in these terms. This sketch, too brief for such a
complex subject, should not be taken too literally and is included for its

illustrative value alone. Each speech act maybe analyzed so as to produce a
certain number of composite elements which may be schematized as follows :

IN REACTION TO AN ACT "All THE SPEAKER "s "/ EXECUTES ACT "A2"/ AIT1ED AT

INTERLOCUTOR "I"/ IN SITUATION "S"/ WITILREFEEENCE TO "#".
1

Each of these composite elements of the at can determine certain
aspects of it's realization in a language. Lets us take, for example, speech

act "A2" "to aSX someone for information" ; its linguistic realization depends

on the following factors :

(a) the nature of Act "Al" which= preceded it in the communication event :

one does not ask for information in the came way if one is addressing

someone for the'first time, or if one wants some information in addition

to that already given by the interlocutor ;

(b) the relations of power (or authority) and solidarity (or intimacy)

between the two speakers : there ard differences 'between the way one
asks a friend, a stranger, a superior or a subordinate for information-;

(c) the communication situation : between the same speakers the situation

can imrosea personal relationship 'or transactional one (ohal-act,Jritled

by neutraliiation of personal relations and respectfor the recipreogil

rights and duties of 'the speakers) which would govern a more or less

formal request for information ;

(d) the objeet to which the speech act refers : one does not ask for

information in same way in respect of a sports' article or a death ;

' (6) the communication channel, written or oral.
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The reader may have noticad,that in this analysis, and by contrast with
Hichterichls, the composite elements of the act are not defined in terms of
specific elements belonging to the external world : role of father or director,
post-office or railway-station, but reduced to a limited number of more abstract
pertinent features such as personal/transactional in order to reach a level of
generalization which seems essential foriliny pedagogic application.

Now that the conditions governing the different realizations of a
speech act in diverse communication situations have been briefly outlined, it
may be useful to examine in more depth the question of content. Each speech
act is accomplished by an utterance in line with conventions to which we shall
retundL The content of the utterance may be analyzed in different types of
predications embedded one in the apher. At the first level are found predicates
which, for the purposes of the axpbse we shall call locutives ; these determine
the kind of relation established between speakers. Weshall work essentially
with three kinds of locutive predicates (in naming them we have drawn on Austin's
terminolpgy in How to Do Things With Words) :

(a) exercitives,_ represented by verbs such as prier (to pray), supplier
to supplicate), demander (to ask),, proposer (to propose), sugerer
to suggest), conseiller (to advise), recommender (to recommend),

Qrdonner (to order lnettre (to perGETT7a7Tiser (to authorize),
defendre (to forbid), interdire (to prohibit77G=

(b) expositives : adtcttre (to admit), avouer (to avow),, contester (to
dispute), nierargiTe), confirmer7TITJohfirm), asSii;e7Trassure),
promettre TTOPromise), constatZ7U7ertify)edire
(tollay), annoncer (to announce)l'affifmer7a=rm), avertir to
warn), etc.

(c) behabitives : remercier fhah10, louer (to praise), faiciter
to congratulal;77155;ouver (to api7.3iFY, excuser (to excuse 17-

pArdonner (to pardon o), blamer (to find fault 4ith), desapprouver
(to disapprove)), roprocg7(3eproach), etc.

These predicates bay be combined ; for example, there is'the exercitive-
expositive coMbinatiOn : jet demande de me dire si (I'am coking you to
tell me if....)'which is-very oommonsince.it is at the basis of interrogative
utterances.

At the second level are found the modal' -predicates or modalities, which
play a preeminent role in communication, since they express the point of view
of the speaker concerning whatever it is he As talking about. One may distin-
guish three basic 'types of'm predicatds :

(a) logical modalities, represented in. French by douter ,(to doubt), supposer
(to suppose), pehser (to think),-croire (to beITTIAT, savoir (to knovi),-
impessible, improbable, peut-EtreTFRaps), possible, settler (to seem),
parattre (to appear), probable(mcnt), n6ceisaire, fallo1175be
necaseary), to name the most common ;

(b) affective modalities : heurelax (happy), content, satisfait (Satisfied),
sur ris, triste (sad), m6content (discontented Y, e- etter, avoir peur
to be afiUTY; inquietMaL3Z), rperer (to hope 9 souhaiter (to wish),

kr er, preferer, vouloir (to want), exiger (to,demarcTITX7-

(c) alspectual modalities : with the two series venir do (has just done
something of otg:FT: Etre on train de (is in the process of), alley
(is about to), commencer A (is beginning it), se mettre A (begins it),

_continuer A (continues to cescor (stops),i'inir de (finish a current
activity , etc.

3
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The reader may have noticed that in this ziAalysiS,,and by contrast with
Richterich's the composite elements of the act are not defined in terms of
specific elements belonging to the etternal world : role of father or director,
post-office or railway-station, but reduced to a limited number of tore abstract
pertinent features such as personal/transactional in order to reach a'level of
generalization which seems eseential,for any pedagogic application.

Now that the conditions goierning the different realizations of a
speech act in diverse communication situations have been briefly outlined
may be useful to examine in more depth the question of content. Each speech
act is accomplished by an utterance in line with conventioneto which we shall
return. The content of the utterance may be analyzed in different types of
predications embedded one in the other. At the first level are found predicates
which, for the purposed of the expose we shall call locutives ; these determine
the kind of relation established between speakers. We shall work essentially
with three kinds of locutive predicates (in naming them we have drawn on Austin's
terminology in How to Do Things With Words) :

(a) exercitives, represented by verbs such as prier (to pray), supplier
(to supplicate), demander (to ask), proposer (to propose), sugerer
(to suggest), conseiller (to advise), recommender (to recommend),.
ordonner to order irrmettre (to pezGITTWiTWiser (to authorizOf
defendre t6 forbid), intordire (to prohibiiViTE:--

(b) exkositives : admettre (to admit), avouer'(to avow), contester (to
dispute), nie%7G11), confirmer/TOCnfirm), asaiiie7TTO6-assure),
promettre to promisee, ,jurer to swear),,constater to certify), dire
(to say), annoncer (t announce), affirmerTiraHrm), avertir to
warn), etc.

(c) behabities : remerciiir (to thank)t louer (to praise), Midter
to congratulate), a ouver (to app13M, excuser (to excuse ,-

Onner(to pardon ,blamer (to find fauffWEET: desapprouver
to disapprove), 'reprOggiTTeproach), etc.

% Thaee!predicates-may be.coMbined/;-for example, there is the exercAtive-
expositivoecombination % to dpmande de we dire si (I am asking you'to
toll me if ...) which.is very common since it is at the basis of interrogative
xtterancos.

4 At the Second level are found the modal predicates or modalities, which
play a proeMinent role in communication, since they express the point of view
of the speaker concerning whatever it is he ip talking about. One may dictin-

. guish three basic typos of modal predicates ;

(a)

(b)

logical modalities, reprosented'in French by (limier (to doubt), supiocer
(to suppose), penser (to:think), cToire (to believe T, saw voir (to know),

impossible, improbable, pout -8tre (perhaps), pcsible, sembler (to seem),
parattre (to appear), probable(ment)0 necessaire, fallei77176
necessary)* to name the most common ;

affective modalities : heuraux (happy), content, satisfait (satisfied),
frpris, triste (sad), mecontent (discontented), re otter, avoir pour

(to by aftraf: inguietTEria3117), ltsperer(to hope , so aiter (to wish),
de sirerf voullmeferer, oir (to want $ exiger (;to demand 7a7:-

/

(c) aspectual modalities : with the two' series venir do (has just done
:something of other), /lire on train de (is-in the process of), eller
(is about to), commencer X {is beginning it), se mettre a (begins it),
continuer a (coaraTOTEU, cep scor (stops), finir de (finish a current
activity 77etc..
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These modalities may be combined among each other with certain restric
tions which we will not enter into at this stage. i

Finally,.at the third level, one finds,the propositional content of the
utterance, with classical verbal predicate of the lire, manger, casser, etc.
to read, to eat, to break), variety and nominal arguments of the enfant, pomme.

(child, apple) kind. -We 'Will not elaborate on this level because it corresponds
to the referential function of language of rthich we have already spoken in
Chapter 11 and it is also consequently the only one which has been made the
object of systematic treatment in grammars and language courses.

To summarize the approach sketched gut here, we shall analyze,the content
of the utterance : "Elle dolt commencer a travairler",(She must begih to werk),,

as follows :

propositional content : elle travail la (she works) ;

+ aspectUal modality:: elle commence a travailler (she begins to work) ;

+ logical modality : elle dolt commencer a travailler (1) (she must begin
tC work) ;

+ locutive expositive predic-,ite : Je to dis 'elle dolt commencer A travailler
tell you she moot begin to work .

The principal advantage of such an approach is to draw the pedagogue's
at entioe to the elements of the utterance which have an essentially communi
cative function, by contrast with the propoeitionaleontent'h referential

,.

fUnction.

Each utterance mgy be used.to accomplish a speech act of which the
illocutive value ("dire" (to.say), "ordOnner" (to order), "promitre (to promise),

"reb4rcier" (to thank T etc.) is determined by a combination of numereus factors,
beginning with, the predicate in certain conditionc (person md terrie

in particular) ; thusi the utteranse "Je t'ordonne de commencer travailierq--

(I order you to begin work) which comprises a locutive exercitige Predicate may

. be used with the exercitive value of "giving an order" while the- utterance
"Il avait ordonr4 de commencer a tralmiller" (He gave the-order.to.begin work)

which has the same eercitive predicate but does not fulfil-the conditions of
tense.. and person (moment and subject of the utterance) ray only be used with
the illocutive expositive value of "giving .information." Conversely, an utterance

containing a locutive expositive predicate may assume, under the effect of

logical or affective modalities, and in certain conditions (tonne, ;lemon,

intonation, etc.),an exerpitive illecUtive value.

8xaMples :

ffje to dis que..7 tu peux sortir (you may go out) (act of permitting)

T7
(je vow dig que voUc devez vouc'taire lmr6diatment ! (you must cia,, quiet

immediately I) act of ordering)

(jo to disjitteijeveux que tu cortos irm&liatement I (I want you to leaiie

immediately 1 (ided).

, .

(1) A more careful analysis would diatinguich-between the three mod- values

of deveir : ir6bability, necescity and obligatio.1 which t_ke ct i: of the

three pessible interprutatiens of this eentence : elle -,...o,-ins a to

cowenc4 a travailler" no doult che has begun to wor17, ":C f, _...rie'.:10

commence a travailler" clic must begin to wol-k), ",Jri la ,A.A.,,L " du
--------t----r-. I

w., --e4 .a.................-& ...
commencer a travailleri (the is obliged to begin to wer4).



Thege modalities may be colopined among tlach other with certain restric
tions which we will not enter intd at this stage.

Finally, at the third level, one finds the propoeitionAlcontent of the
utterance, with classical verbal predicate of the lire, manger, casser, etc.
to read, td eat, to break), variety and nominal arguments'ot the enfant, pomme
(child, apple) kind. We will not elaboraton this loyel because it correspondd
to the referential function of language of which we'havealready spoken in
Chapter II and it is also.consequently the only one, has been made the
object of systematic' treatment in grammar language courses.

. To summarize the approaoh sketched out here, we shall analyze the content
of the utterance,: "Elle doit commencer A. travailler" (She must begin to .work),

as follows :

propositional content': Alit travail la (she works) ;

+ &Tactual modality : elle commence a travailler (she begins to work) ;

+ logical modality : elle doit commencer A travailler (1) (she must begih
to work) ;

+ locutive expositive predicate : Je to dis selle.doitcommencer tra ailler
I tell you she must begin to work

'The principal advantage of such an approach ie to draw the pedagogue's
attention to the elements of the utterance which have an essentially communi
cative function, by contrast with the propotitional content's referential
functibn.

Each utterance may be used to accomplish a speech act of which the
illocutive value ("dire" (te'say), "ordonner" (to order), 11219112I1/2, (to promiso),
"remercier" (to tharIT: etc.) is determined 'by a' combination of numerous factors,
beginning with theA.ocutive predicate in certain conditions (person and terse
in particular) ; thus, the utterance "Je t'ordonne'de commencer A travalUer"
(I order you to begin work) which, comprises a Ipcutive exeroitive predicate may
be used.with the exercitivearalue of "giving an order" while the utterance
"Il avait ordonr4 de comMeneer A travailler" (He gave the order tabegia- work)
which has the same ererative predicate but does not fulfil the conditions of
tense and person (moment and subject of the utterance) may only be used with
the illocutive expositive value of "giliing,iaformation." 'Converzely, an utterance
containing a locutive expositive predicate may acsumc, under the effect of
logical or affective modalities, and in certain conditions (tenpea'percon,
intonation, etc.), an exereitive illocutive

Examples :

ne to dis quel tu peux sortir (you may go out) (nct

(je vouo dis quo vous devez vous tairo immAliatement

T7immediately !) act of ordering)

ne to dis quo.) je voux que to sdrtes irm6diatement I

immediately ! (idem).
a

.........---------.

of permitting)

! (you must stay quiet

(I want you to leave

(1) , A more careful analysis would distinguish between the three modl, values

of devoir : probability, necessity and obligatio4 which tLko ct k of the`
three passible interprtatieno of this oentenee,: elleaaa

M nee
ac d-

CO/11............CC4&*',Vainer" (no deal. oho has: *un to work),
commence a travailler" (the must begin to ak), "on 1.atA
commencer a travailler" ,(she is obliged to gin to wora).



One can see more clearly .t this stage how the content of a course may
be defined and analyzed in terms of diverse composite elements of communication

acts. The approach outlined here is developed and applied systematically in
French by a CREDIF team within -the framework of theCounbil of Europe project
(cf. D. Coate, V. Ferenbpi, J. Leclerq, M. Martins-Baltar, E. Papa, E. Roulet :

le niveau seuil en francais). Beginning with this first level of minimal commu-
nicative competence in &second language, and especially in succeeding stages,
the choice of speech acts, and of their different composite elements and of '
their accomplishment in speech in function of the characteristics of ~the
situation and of the speakers, may be oriented by the analitis bf language needs
of the publics involved along the lines of Richterichls.procedure (cf.III, A).

It is evident that the kind of analysis sketched out here is destined more
for the teacher an&the creator of pedagogic material in order to aid him to
grasp the structures and functioning of the language material he uses, than it

ie for the student, although with certain categories of learners paraphrase and
conceptualization esercrses referring explicitly to this framework have shown

'themselvec to be very useful; (see H. Bosco, Les exercices de conceptualisation

and J. Courtillon-Leclerq Percphrase et

B. Individualization, of the learning process, developing the aatimistagths
learner and use of_ authentic documents.

How then, does one predient the learner with, and have him work on, those

basic ngt go data indispensable to the acquisition of communicative competence

in a oecond language, while respecting the conditions laid down in the preceding
athaptere :':Need to provide data sufficiently rich to illustrate the uee of
language Iwieties as instruments of communication in function of the diversity
of the landuage needs, motivations and learning strategiee of the individuals

concerned Theaonly solution is to abandon the idea of a dogmatic-instruction
destined foreo entire cin order to achieve a dertain individualization of
teaching and thereby adeoill,4 large degree Of autonomy to learners. It is at
once vital (especially with adults, whose availability ie limited and irregular),
and possible (even with younger publics and deepite the fact that the majority
of-pedagogue° consider this orientation com0what utopian). We will refer to
two experiments which testigy at different levels to the possibility and utility

of such an approach the teaching of English to French adult at the Univereity
of Nancy and the teaching of Carman to adolescent Americaneamt Live Oak College,
Morgan Hill, in California. In practice, individualization cma autonomy in
learning, cuch ao the use of authentic documents (which we will consider further
on), only appear utopian if on han not taken the trouble of preparing and
eorioucly testing the conditionc in which they are put into effect. EL Cembalo
and H. Hobo define the charaoteristice of an autonomoup pedagogy in these
terms : "In such a pedagogy, the learner-teacher must acsume the totality of
the learning act, that is to say :

(a) define his objectives : this means analyzing his rpal needs in terms of
level 3 objectives (ouch and Such a type of comprehension or.of oral or
written expression) and evaluating beginning and final levels of required
competence in order to attain the, goal sot ;

(b) define hie learning condition!, them conditions are defined in term° of
materials (tape recorder°, radio reeeption-oonditionb, original vorcion
films, access to library, etc.), in term of time available, preferred 1
formc'of learning, etc. ;

(c) define the content and method of learning : in function of a) and b)

' this means looking for, end organizing documente and determining the
utilization teohniquec best adapted to the learning envisaged ;
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It is evident that the kind of.'analYeis sketched out here is destined .more
for the' teacher and the 'creator of pedagogic materialijn ordSr to aid him. to
grasp the structures and functioning of the languagematerial h& uses, than it
is for the student, although with certain categories oftearners paraphrase'and
conoeptalization exercises referring 'explicitly.to this framework have Shown
-themselves to be very useful. (see H. Besse, Les eieroioes de conceptualisation
and J. Courtillon-Leclerq, P ^raphrase et conceptualisation).

B. - Individualization of the learning process, developing the 6utonomy of the,
learner andliSe- of authentro,documentse
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g Hey, thent'does one present the learner with, and have hiMHwoik pn, thoseI

basic language data indispensable to the acquisition of oar munioative-competence
ine second language', while respecting the conditions laid down in.the ireoeding,.
chapters :Need to provide data sufficiently rich'toillustrate the use of
language varieties as instruments of communication in function of the diversity
of the language needs, motivations and learning strategies ofthe individuals.-
concerned ? The only solutioh is to abandon the idea of a d9gmatic ihstruotion
destined ,for' an enti cltiss in order to .achieve a certailVinaAviduakizaticin,of
teaching and thereby accord a large degree of. autonomy -0 learners. It,.is at
once vital (especially with adultal whose availability is limited end, rregular),
and possible (even with younger publics and despite thw.fact that the majority
of pedagogues consider this orientation somewhat utopian). We. -will refer-to
two experiments' which testigy at different levels" to the Poss4ility and'Utility
of suph-an approach': the teaching of English to French adults at the University
of Nancy and the teething of German to adolescent Americana at Live Oak College,
Morgan Hill, in California. In praotice, individualization and autonomy in
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learning, suoh as Iheuse of authentic documents (which we will consider further
on), only appearuiepian if one has not taken the troubleof preparing and
Seriously testing the conditions in which they are ptit.-intcLeffect. +1.1CetbalO-

,

wd H. Holec define the Oharacteristibs of an autonomous pedagogy in these .

terms : such a pedagogy, the learner..teacher Must assume the totality Of
the learning act, that is to say :

(a) define his objectives t this means analyzing his real needs in:terns of
level '3 objectivos (such and such a type of comprehension, or of oral or
written expression) and evaluating beginning and final. 'levels of required
competence in order to attainAhe goal set ;

(b) define' his learning conditions: these conditions axe - defined in terms of
mateiials:Itape recorders, radio reception conditions, original version
films; access to library, etc.), in terms of time available, preferred
forms of,learning et o. ;

,

.
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(c) define the content andlmethod,of learning: in function of a) and b)
this means looking for, -and organizing documents anddetermining the
utilization techniques best adapted to the learning envisaged ;
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d) proceed with the learning process itself ;

a) evaluate' the results of this., earning : measure f3rogress and see if there
is a total` correspondence between the knowledge acquired and the required
Xtrowle4le."

(LeWlan6es 'aux adultes : Pour une pOdagogie de l'autonomie, p. However,
th4Nancy experiment shows that learners! are gensrally not ready to takenon the
responsibility of learning and manifest quite :Wong reluctance in respeot of
-such an aPproach:(see ii. CeMbalo and M.J. Greimmo.Autonomie de rla remiss -
realite et perspeCtives). -Hence the necessity of envisaging a do ble ptepara-
tioh of students, of a teohnical and a psychological kihdl'which can be carried
cut in theform of information or group-reflection sessions. The technical'
preparation aims essentially at showing the student the different ways of
choosing and exploiting a pedagogic document in function of his interests;.hie
aptitudes and his needs, and'the different means of evaluating his work. The
psychological preparation attempts essentially to dissipate the unfavourable
imp-which thestudent may have of autonomy in relatiorrto a iota]: instiuction;
butt touches also on other fields such as, for example, modification of the
negative attitude of.the learner towards his errors which Often interfere with
communication learning.

G.E. Logan; the organizer of the Oak Hill experiment,. arrives at 4nalogous
conclusions and affirms that the success of-the proddss depends to a considera-
ble extent on the quality of the instructions (determination of tasks and
learning strategies, modes of evaluation) which accompany the pedagogical mate-.
rial (see Individualized Forei Learni An Or c Process, p.19
Which also furnishes manY examples

But to' he psychological and technical preparation of the student Logan
adds 'a second-condition for success. : the'vatiety of pedagogic material : A
vital individualized fdreign language program is one khidh offers ap great a
choice in-materials as possible. If true individualization is to occur beyond
the.single-track, selfpacing phase, there should be steady progress mz-de towards
acquiSition of materials which will provide for at least the following :

1) Choice" of theme or co ent: at all levels 9

2). Sufficient matorialS at .any level (regardless of content) so that certain
students can profitably stay at that level longer than "normal" - in
essense, repeating that level ;

3) Choice in objectives, such as speaking ability, reading ability, college
entrance, advanced placeuent, job skills, language major, etc. ;1

4) Choice in learning mode ;

5) flaterials for' students to Use in interaction ;

6) A variety of cultural materials." (op. sit., p.63).

Oiven'the'relatively.limited tine and moans available to teachers, .how

IS-9ne to find .a sufficiently vast ,and varied material ? As ithappend, an
ineXhaustible'and relatively cheap source of material which can be used nor

pedagogic purposes does exist : the authentic written, oral and audio-7I.'.;ual

documents diffused daily by the mass. media : proSs,-\tadio and telcvisioYY in

Particular. Up until now, these documents have only been used in the teaching

of second langunges.in.limited fashion and with limited publics because their

utilization was' contrary to established ideas : neje of a neutralized'lal,guage,

4 9
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respect for a progresdion by small dtages'from the simpl$! to the complex,.
implying a rigorous preLeelection of'lexical and grammatical content so as to
avoid the errors Which'were considered damaging for-learni4g(cf. I). The
collapse of these -dogmas (cf. II,.B) makes it possible to use aUthentic

nts which, reveal today all of-their advantages:Alotonly do-ljley offer*
iversity, a facility of access and an unequalled capacAy*for-penewal, they *

ar -also the only means of providing the learner with information he needs
cerning the effective use 'Of language virieties as instruments of comMUni-.

tion (cf. II, B). Eesidbp, as the members'of the CRAPEL team have shown,
course to authentic, documents constitutesjig essential stage in the accession..

to pedagegiqtutonomy, not `only in the frameWork.of a particular course, bUt
also for the entire, existence of.the,learner (cf. R. Duda, E. E:ich'J P.Laurens :
Documents non-didactiques'et formation en longues).

'

Finallylthe authenticdo-cument,results in an interesting solution to
the delicate problem of the attitude and the motivation of the learrier
(cf. III, B). 'As IL Kuhn states so clearly .: lilts contribution to 4hp pSycho- .

pedagogic plan is capital, tht early and constant*acq&intance with authentic
materialaconstitnting for the adult a far froth riegligpablefaptor of interest
and motivation." (A propos"de l'elaboration de, matOriaux didactiquei, p.5).
At this leyel, the contribution Of authentic documents is deublej on the one
hand they permit the learngr to discover and acqUire the second language with
reference to situations, events and themes which concern and interest hip-
directly, sustaining in this way his motivationAdoubtless it is also theenly
effective manner of learning a. second-language) : again, they offer the learner'
an authentic-and rich image of another way of life which may result in his
developing a-favourable .a-etitude towards it and thesecond'language (quite, the
reverse ef.the anecdota4, stereotyped' representations found in traditional
audio-visual courses). "

The,major objection generally brought against the introduction of.,
authentic documents in a second language course (except for a documentary pur7
pose) is the difficulty .of- the language, which movdiscourage students and
1ead them to commit error's. We have seen (III, C) thEt this last objection is
considered less and-less significant. As to the first, it &iy be a4%=oided by
a judicioueselectioh and use of documents, even with beginners. The choice
of documents is governed by the language needs and knowledge of" the learners.
If the latter are anxious to satisfy pressing janguage needs related to their
professional life,' one day use documents taken from this sphere'of activity
(articles and technical notices, recordings of lectures, of seminars, etc.). If
more general and long-ter-6 objectives are sought, then one can make use of
easilyaccessible documents such as newspapers, books, magazines, radio'
recordirigs, records, originals version filMs, television programmes. The
decisive advantage of this approach : the extraordinary richness of the '

authentic documents available, makes it possible to meet all, including the '

most specific, needs of learners.,-The choice of documents is also dictated by
the knowledge of the public in.question. With beginners, one can use brief
documents, offering a homogeneous structure, even relatively stereotyped as,_
for example, radio news bUlletins or televisiOn advertizements ; with more
advanced students, one can use longer-and more varied documents. One may also
have recourse to a oombined use of documents of different kinds on the Bathe
subjeet t comparing a radio news bulletinlwith press-cuttings, television
advertizing with a magazine advertizement. In order to serve the learning
process, the selected documents should be accompanied by clear instructions

(2) Thege points are clearlreonfirMed by the observations Of C. Burstall
concerning youngf students : "The pupils' preference for realistictea-
ching materials, noted in the.prithary school, in also more.in evidence
after two years in the secondagy school. ,,the pupils' most common criti-
cism of their French course materials is that they are too "billyish".,in,
eopiemt. One grammar school pupil wrote .: "We should read icench
newspapers Other pupils wanted to learn more about the French
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avoid the errors which wer&considered damaging for learning. (cf. I), The
collapse of these dogmas (cf. Ii, B) makes it possible to use authentic
documents which reveal today dll.of their' advantages : not Only do they offer
a giversity a facility Of access 'and an unequalled capacity for renewal, they -
-are.:..also the only means of providing thelearner with informationaieneeds
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cation (cf. III B).,Besides, as the members of the CRAPEL team have shown,
_.recourse to authentic documents constitutes an.assential stage in the accession
to pedagogic autonomy, not only in the framework-of a particular course, but
also for the entire existence of the learner (of. B; Duda, E. Each, J.P.Laurens :
Documents non didacti5ues et formation en langues).

Finally, the authentic document results in an interesting solution to
the deliCateproblem of the attitude-and the motivation of `the learner
cf. III, B).' As 1.1. Kuhn states so tlep.rly : "Its contribution to the psycho-
pedagogic plan is capital, the early and constant 'acquaintance with authentic
materials constituting for the adult a far fromnegligeable factor of interest
and motivations" (A'propos-de llaaboration de, materiaur'didactiques,-p.5).
At this level, the contribution of authentic documents is double : on the one
hand they permit. the learner to discover and-acquire the second' language with
reference to situations, events and themes which concerniand interest him
directly, _sustaining in this way his motivation (doubtless it is also the only
effective manner or learning a second language) again, they offer the learner
an authentic anCrich,,tmage. of another way of life which mayresult,in his
developing a favourable attitude towards it and the second language (quite the
reverse of the anecdotal stereotyped'repregentations found in traditional.'
audio-visual courses). k2

The major objection generally brought against the introduction of
authentic documents in a second language course (except for a documentary pur-
pose) islhe difficelty'of the language, which may discourage students and .

lead them to commit errors. We hawe'seen (II/, C) that this. last objection is
considered less and lees eignificant. As to the first, it may be avoided by
a judicious selection and use of documents, even with ,beginners. The choice
.of documents is governed by the language needs and knowledge of the learners.
If the latter are anxious to satisfy pressing language needs related to their
'professional life, one May use docents taken from this sphere of activity.
(articles and technical notices, recordings of lectures, of seminars, etc,). If
more general and long-term objectives are sought, then one can make use of '.
easily accessible documents such as newspapers, books' magazines, radio
recordings, records, originalversion films, television programmes. The
decisive advantage of this approach the extraordinary richness of the
authentic documents available, makes it.possible to meet all, including the,
most specific, -needs of learners. The choice of documents is also dictated by
the knowledge of the public in questiog. With beginners, one Can use brief
do0Utolents, offering a homogeneous structure, even relatively stereotyped as,
for example, radio news bulletine or r-television adverlizements with more
advanced students, one can use longer and more varied documents. One may also
have recourse-to a combined use of documents of different kinds on the same
subject : comparing a radio news bulletin with press-cuttinge, television
advertising with a magazine adyertiSement. In order to servi6 the learning
process, the selectedtdocuments should be'accompanied by clear instructions

(2) These points are clearly confirmed by theobseTvations of C. Burstall
concerning youngf students': "The pupils' preference for realistic tea-
ching materia1s1, noted in the primary school, is also'more in evidence
after two years in the secOndary school. The pupils' most common criti-
cismof their French course materials is that they are too "babyish" in
oonteut. One grammar school pupil wrote : "We should read French
newspapers-(...). Other pupils wanted'to learn more aboutthe French
people,'" (French in the Primary School, p. 107).



concerning the objectives being aimed at, the tasks to be carried out, and the
tests to be passed (see article referred to and R. Duda, J.P. Laurens and
S. Rfty, 'exploitation didacti e de documents au'thentiques). The tests
carried out by- RAPEL at Nancy shows the, interest and utility of.uping diverse
kinds of authentic documents with div0,se types of public to promote learning
of the lexicon and grammar, or development of the general aptitude for oral
and written comprehension in French and English.

One need not conclude from this Shorkchapter that duihentic documents
constitute the only useful pedagogic ,material. Courses can also make advanta
geous use of traditional didactic instruments such as pattern drills, trins-
lation exercises, monolingualor bilingual lexicons, reference Grammar book,
etc. We have decided not to pursue these matters here since they are well
known and much more frequently made use, of than authentic docuMents.

In any event, no matter what type of didactic or non-didactic documents
are used,' one must' abandon linear, monolithic, universal and mechanical didactic
material in order to elaborate a more supple and varied material, as much in
the content, as-in the progression and presentation. This didactic material
will appear under the form of modules, each one characterized, by a certain
content(defined in terms of communication acts and situations), certain
progression and a certain mode of presentation; linked to the use of certain`.
media-in ace9rdance with the model sketched out in particular by Stern and
Weinrib in 34 interesting article (French la = teachin modules : a new

arTroacj2A11Amillag...a2-1.2 in, the course of which they write :
"Instead of offering a fixed preordained progression, modules could be
compiled into a "bank" of units which could be used in whatever way they suit
a particular course, teachers, or set of students. Eventually, a bank of
modules might be considered an alternntive to nn emisting.fixed sequential
programme. Up to now, the materials producer has presented the teacher'with
a large package deal, a fully'ftlrnish6d-house with all its advantages and
disadvantages. We believe that- in the future one might well provide a
teacher with independent teaching units from which he can construct his own
house".- (p.,27).

C. . The contribution of multi-media s stems.

The abandonmnt of autheritative.coursea, the individualization of
arning, the diversification of pedagogic material, the use of authentic-

cuments the innovations imply the introductift of new sources of data

for the learner'. This is particularly evident in the case of courses intended
for an adult publid which, for geographical or professidnal reasons, cannot be
brought together regularly in a,class-room. The role of media is decisive
here, on the condition that they be, carefully chosen and integrated into the
learning system which is still in fact rarely the case. The fallowing diagram,

taken from J. Trim (ProvioionaLammtions ream1,111g2mLitia 6-T,tov4 ,1 for
Lan 21..,;kalii, to Adtiltsj gives an idca of the media which rnj ,acs e as

vectors of b07..Wc language data for the learner :

4 ri
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. At the moment, these ;media are used in malw second language,coursed but
more often than not in an inadequate way, teaching being more. centered on the
machine and the pedagogic material than on the learner ; the moat striking
example is prdbably that of the language laboratory, the efficacy ef which' has
been put in question by many recent tests (see PAL-Smith,,A Comparis9n of the
CO tive and Audioli Aroachea to Forei e Instruction and
P.S. Green, A omparative Study of the Effectiveness of-the e Laborator
in" School). Ae'prOblem is to select and integf{te Ctrtain media in a system
ea as: to use them rationally and effectively.intunct6n of their possibilities,
oftheir limitations in use, and of their cost, all to the benefitef the
leainer. It is forthisreasen,as'Trim -shows very well (2e,911,) thatt
feleviditinl'by-ite capacity to effect a total audio - visual stimulation attaining
to aligh degree of realism, is perfectly suited to presenting authentic:
communication situafienn aete however, it needs to be'lidited tp certain
specific uses because of the cost involved ; it in not'very economic to use it
only for pattern drills or long, authoritarian explanations_an is still done
much too frequently. fl dior which only diffuses an auditory etimulation, in
ill-suited to the comprehensive presentation of communication events, but hau
other advantages : it lends itself in particular to diffusion of-authentic
samples of the spoken language (which teachers often-only master in an imeerfect
way) and to explanatidons for a. very large public, with lone costly and more
mane means than television (for example, the use of transistors ac aide in
the teaching of French it the bush schools of Senegal).*

Nonetheless, both'radio and television are subject to time-table and
programming restrictions which considerably reduce their'und especially in
the perepective of an autonomous pedagogy. Whence the nepenttfy to look to other
aids which permit more indiVidualized work (free Choice of the pedagogic
moment and material) such as the gramophone, the tape- recorder, and the video-
recorder, with documents either pre-recorded by the authors of the'cournecor
recorded directly by the learner from radio or television courses or non-
didactic programmeSi One must not lose sight, either, of the printed
documents, books, books of exercises, newspapers, which, free of all local or.
temporal conetraintspermit maximum individualization of learning at a very
low cost ; obviously, they': are ill-adapted te facilitate the acquisitibn of
the spoken language, but this objective, even if we have accorded it priority
here, is not the only consideration, and there irs'no doubt that the acquisition
of a written comprehension, in'parficniar, will occupy a place that is more
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, and more important in courses. Finally, the teacher generally retains an
important place in the system, not as teacher, but as counsellor and interlo-
cutor.

To illustrate the'coMbination of these different elementsin a,system,
let us'takethe.conerete example of a multi-media:course which Was elaborated
by the BBC at the .beginning of the 1970ies and intended for an Englisha.sneakipg
audience of beginner-adults desirous of attaining a minimal: degree of
communicative competence in spoken. German (BBC Multi-Media German Course). It

should be noted that this course does not depend solely on individual learning,
but also on monitor-supervised group-learning within the fravework of the
adult education institutions in existence in Great Britain. If it-iepossible.
to employ,. it fOr part of the learning process, group-work is extremely
"beneficial for many reasone : emulation (motivation), poosibilities of
authentic Communication, explanation and correction, 4

. The eourse demands on an average five hours of work weekly" of the
learner : a half an hour of televislon, ahalf an hour of radio, two hours of
class -work and two hours of iadividualaiork. t'compriceo the following
material : 25 television programmes and 25 radio programmes (distributed over
3 semesters),'3 books and 3 records forathe student including the material
for individual work, 3.film stl.ips and a teacher!smawal offering auggectione
for class exercises. The choice aAd the role of mediae in the system wae
carefUlly defined in funciion of the constraints mentioned hadio and tele- p
vision are used in particular tea present the learner with "authentic documents
on the uoe .of German as an instrument of"commication.

If the use of the multi-media syctem has shown itself" to be particularly.
wen-adapted to the teaching, of a secondlanguage to adult° who have bypacoed
t radittonal educatiO inal establiehmenta, it is alto very useful" in the cace of
younger students, in compuleory-education syStemd The individualiaation of
learning is alco ressiblt and desirable at this level ac we have attemated to
show in the proceding chhpter, and must surely benefit, from the introduction
of multi-media oysteme. Sweden affords an interecting example with the English
multi-media courceaeMbaratedlorZymnaaium otudonts (15 to 16 years) by the
TRU (Committee for television and radio in education). The ehoica of a multi-
media, apnroaoh was nrineipally determined by the heterogeneity in toms of
kalOwledge, aptit,gde and motiiration of the public involved. It was necevaary
to elaborate a nedagogic material sufficiently rich and diversified to meet,.
the needs and capacities of all otudentsn as well as a fairly new and varied
mode oftfresentation in order to suutain or develop (in the cane of the more
recalcitrant") motivation. Clooed circuit tolovision,is used toreeent commu-
nicatioA Cituationa which, although they were created by a scenario- writer and
played out 'by actors,-are.very natural and deal with themee of direct'interest

to adolescents. The 'dialogues are then taken Ain again in a or traditienal
way in class with the heir, -of a tare ,and a film strip and then in tlic Im:i-10.1t,go

laboratory. %hat is espeoially intereoting is the breaking na of tha clacs

\14-1/410

-into,smaller groups whio- give thewoelvea over to different learnirna activi-

ties : individual v 5r1:"ef 1 Atoll comprehentien (Lilian rtudentu oan fallaw

at hams by bonroying trochuaes), of oral coml;rchencin (individual 1 iat,_a1nn

With ruceivera to radio programmeo), pattern drilla in the lataauage laberaory,
conversation around 'a table with five or six'yercenc as d the teacher_

Theoe course° which illustrate certain poccille waya ref' gaing molti-

media.cyotemo in the learning of second language e, arc .r themament merely
timid. initiativeo within the aeaaaneetive we have outline& in fact, only

partly take intO cenaideratina the variety of language needs aan learning
strate-ico of the publida i.avalved, and offer a aedagoaic material vhieh is
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.
v,.

relatively little diversified in respect of content as well as presentation,
A groat deal remains-tO be done to' gear multi-tedia'systems to the specific
needs and learning.strategies of the publics concerned.

With
. . . ,

It may Seem Bulimia:rig that, having begun the contribution of
languAge sciencesto.the diversifiction of teaching methods for foreign,
languages, ut Should end up in the field of educational technologV The
reason is that the contributions of both tp the elaborationof diversified
learning systems for second languages are indissociabl. A very sophisticated
multi-media ,course which ignores the contribution of sociolinguistics and'
zsycholihguistics to knowledge of theliechanisma of communicative competence,
has as little chance of attaining its objectives as a course based on a very

. elaborated linguistic description of the second langdage, but which does not
take into acconnt %he contribution of pedagogy and educational .technology,
Also, it seems Eppropriato to quickly develop interdisciplinary tenms for the
production of learning s*stems *ash will be capable of combining harmoniously
and efficiently the contribution of the disciplines concerned to the benefit

., of learners.
..-

.

4
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